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MATTRIALS THAT

MATCH YOUR

REPUTATION
No matter what the building structure, DuPont'" Tyvek,
Weatherization Systems offer an ideal balance of properties
to help effectively seal the building envelope.

Tyvek, building products offer a wide selection of air, water
and thermal management options for helping to protect
commercial structures and multi-family buildings ranging
from duplexes to high-rise apartments.

With more than 35 years of experience working with architects,
builders, engineers and installers, the DuPontrM Tyvek,team of
specialists and certified installers is committed to working with
you to protect your next generation of construction projects.

Tough. Tested. Proven. 
I 
That' s DuPont TWek' Weatherization Systems.

weatherization.!ruekcom

'1AIe strive for our projecls to be innovative, skillfully

conceived, and durable designs for our clients, When

Tyvek'building products are used I trust they'll protect

the building from air and water and trtle value the service

the contractors receive in the field from the Tyvek'Specialist

team, lt's a quality product 0ur customers recognize,"

-Bavid 0emarest, Senior Partner lPrincipal

Archileclure [}emarest
AFCHITECIURE DEMAi€ST

"t/t/ater intrusion can severely shorten the life span

and the overall performance of a building..,dissimiliar

materials have to intersect 0r c0me togelher within

the building envel0pe and it is important to utilize

a proven full weather-barrier system like Tyvek'.'

-[d Wilds, Senior Project Manager, Alliance Residential
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Itrditor's Notc.

Convergence

56 I onvergence" was the theme

ofthe Texas Society of
Architects' 77th Annual
Convention and Design

Expo. Of the approxi-

(
)

mately 1,200 architects from around the state

who gathered in San Antonio to take advantage

ofthe tours, continuing education sessions, trade

show, professional camaraderie, and wonderful
culture of that vibrant city, nearly 1,000 ofthem
attended the fourth and final general session on

Saturday, November 5. The session opened with a

TxA Honor Award presentation (see all recipients

in the Recognition section of the November/
December 2016 issue of Tixas Architecl); a speech

by San Antonio City Councilmember Roberto

Trevifro, AIA; and a screening of TxA's latest

video, about the Dallas Parks Pavilion Program.

The audience was then treated to an hourJong
panel discussion with all of the convention's key-

note speakers, moderated by yours truly.
While the panel itself represented a conver-

gence on the stage, each ofthe keynote speakers

embodied the convention's theme in their own

way. Debbie Millman's popular interview series,

"Design Matters," converges people working in
all sorts olcreative fields in order to examine

this thing we call design in its manifold expres-

sions. WEISS,/MANFREDI, the firm of Marion
Weiss, FAIA, and Michael Manfredi, FAIA, is
a convergence of disciplines, including architec-

ture, landscape architecture, and urban design.

Eric Cesal, Assoc. AIA, has made a career of
leaping into the convergence ofdisasters and

human settlements, putting his architecture skills

to use to help people in the direst states ofneed.

The panel got started with a list of questions

I had prepared in advance. Millman explained

that "Design Matters" had grown to include

interview subjects who come from outside the

traditional world ofdesign becausc she had

become more and more interested in how people

design their lives. "I define design as anything
that has a deliberate plan," she says. We also

settled on the word "construct" as a descriptor

for design as it is found within and beyond the

world of physical objects: "Whether that be a

brand, a house, or a movement, they are all very
much constructs with the same DNA."

Weiss picked up on this word in her answer to

my question about what had motivated her and

Manlredi to create a cross-disciplinary architec-

ture practice. "We'd say the architecture project

over time became more and more constrained by

administrative boundaries that said 'here's archi-
tecture, here's landscape, here's urban design,

and here 's planning.' We felt that architecture

had become so slenderized as to lose its capac-

ity to construct, or be instrumental in creating

public life. So we began our practice with the

idea that we could enter competitions that ask

larger questions, and began to think about how

we might actually ailow some project that may be

in fact private in nature... to become public in its
dimension." Manlredi pushed the idea a little fur-
ther: "That hybridity is where we think our world
is going. Increasingly, we're so interconnected in
both very positive ways and very negative ways

that it's impossible to see any particular construct
as isolated and part of a singular r,vorld."

I invited Cesal into the conversation with a
question about beauty, and whether in his work
in disaster zones he ever encountered examples

ofaccidental or narve architecture that affected
him in a profound way. Again, the word con-

struct came in handy: "I would say that real

beauty is rarely an accident," he says. "It's some-

The panel discussion pietured included all of the keltnote

speakersfrom TxA's 2016 conoention. From left to right:

moderator Aaron Seward, editor of TA; Debbie Mill,
man; Michael Maqfredi, FAIA; Marion Weiss, FAIA;
and Eric Cesal, Assoc. AIA.

thing that you have to carve out ofthe world.
It's all around us, but it's often obscured, specifi-

cally by social constructs that we put around it,
like Architecture with a capital A,'which I'm
really sick olhearing." (Full disclosure: I hadjust
used the term. What can I say? It's pervasive!)

From there, the conversation evolved more

or less organically, with questions arising out

of answers and the panelists jumping in to
add additional thoughts to their colleagues'

responses. We discussed more on the nature of
beauty, responses to disaster, architecture as a

cure for our increasingly connected-but-isolated

culture, the panelists'impressions of Texas, and

their advice on how best to persuade clients.
There isn't space here to report on it all, so if
you are interested in hearing more please visit
txamagaqine.org, where we have posted a full-
length video ofthe panel.
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Crlntrihutors

J. Kevin Story, AIA

is the president of
Story Architects in
Houston. He receir,,ed

his bachelor's and mas-

ter's degrees from the

University olHouston.
Story is an adjunct

assistant professor

teaching intermediate

and advanced design

studios at the Gerald
D. Hines College

of Architecture and

Design. Read his

account ofthe 1979

visit to UH by archi-
tect/educatorJohn
Hejduk on page 58.

Canan Yetmen is an

Austin-based writer.
She is a frequent

contributor to TA and,

recently completed

her second novel, to

be published this year.

See her review ofthe
new Dell Medical
School building at UT-
Austin on page 42.

Richard Buday, FAIA

is president and

founder of Archimage,
a 33-year-old digital
arts studio engaged in
buildings, interiors,
short films, broadcast

television commer-

cials, illustration
and graphic design,

websites, interac-

tive media and video
games. Archimage has

also written graphic

novels, a novella for
middle-school-age

children, two novels

lor parents ofyoung
children, and an ethics

course for health

profession students in
the form ofa choose-
your-own adventure

novel. Buday taught

at the UH College

of Architecture for
l0 years and was

principal investigator

of two multi-million-
dollar grants from the

National Institutes

olHealth studying

behavior change.

Read his essay on the

potentials of storytell-
ing in architecture on

page 50.

Nestor lnfanzon,

FAIA is a principal
and owner of Nine-
Degrees, an architec-

tural design firm in El
Paso and New Mexico.

See his report on a
workshop and exhibi-
tion put together by

AGENCY Architec-
ture examining border

crossings on page 16.

Jesse Hager, AIA is

an architect with
CONTENT Archi-
tecture in Houston.

Hc serves as a board
director for AIA
Houston and member

ol'the TxA Publica-

tion Committee. He is

also an adjunct faculty
member of the Uni-
ve rsity of Houston. In
this issue, he reviews

the book "Seamless"

by Rice professorJesris

Vassallo (page l2).

Andrew Barnes, AIA is

an architect at Oglesby

Greene Architects in
Dallas. Barnes Ioves

urban Dallas and does

his best to be involved

in making it a better

place. He's fortunate to

have made friends with
people who share a

vision and collectively

advocate for a more

human-centered city.

In this issue , he writes

about testing a pedes-

trian street in Deep

Ellum (page lB).

Christopher Fergu-

son, Assoc. AIA is

an architectural and

broadcast designer

with Clickspring
Design in Austin and

New York. He co-

lounded DO.GROUP
DESIGN in2O14,a
product design part-
nership with a mission

to empower young

designcrs with skills

to bring products to

market. He reports on

Austin's annual Creek

Show on page 66.

Audrey Maxwell, AIA

is a principal at Maione

Maxwell Borson

Architects in Dallas.

Read about how she

got wired at the new

Houndstooth Coffee in
Dallas (page 76).

Eurico Francisco, AIA

is a design principal
with HDR in Dallas

and works all over the

country on different
assignments. Yet, it
is Texas, where he's

lived for almost two

decades, that most

fascinates him, with
its many quirks and
hidden treasures. Read

about one such trea-

sure, Dallas'Valley
House, on page 31.

Jack Murphy, Assoc.

AIA is a designer with
Baldridge Architects
in Austin and a regu-

lar contributor to 2,4.

In this issue, he gets

a taste ofJuniper in
Austin (page B2).

Craig Kinney, AIA has

spent the past 20 years

in San Angelo, Texas,

where he started

Kinney Franke Archi-
tects. He interviewed

the new dean ofthe
Texas Tech College of
Architccture for this

issue (page 22).

Rita Catinella Orrell is
7l's products editor.

For the Knowledge/
Folly issue she put
together a collection

ol some of her favorite

new luminaires. See

page 27.
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AboveTxA\ 2016

Presidenl, PaulA.

Bielarnouicq, AIA, ad-

dresses the general session

at the Annual Conuention

and Design Expo, held

this past Nolember in San

Antonio.

Below P hi lip .lo hn s on a t

his own priaate mudhole

in l\rew Canaan, Conn.

Despite his mercurial stylistic whims, Philip

Johnson's intellectual insights were reliable.

It was therefore all the more disappointing
that the introduction to the "Public" feature

in the November-December 2016 issue missed

an opportunity to reiterate a silver lining Mr.

Johnson identified about working as an architect
in Texas. The focus of the introduction was on a

left-handed compliment Philip Johnson delivered

in 1950 remarks about practicing architecture in
Houston: "Houston is marvelous. ... Where else

can a man walk three blocks from a skyscraper

to a museum and fall into a mudhole?"

Yes, there are challenges related to public
investment in infrastructure in Texas. However,

in 1950, Mr.Johnson also applauded the free-

dom afforded architects practicing in Houston.

I believe this silver lining still exists today for
architects practicing in all ofTexas. I also

believe the projects highlighted in the feature are

a demonstration of this.

Matthew Crurnrney, AIA
Dallas

Thefollowing letterfrom TxA's 2016 president in

response to the AIA's post-election statement, alongwith

the reLated comments, first appeared on txamagaline.org.

ln the wake of the response by AIA members to

AIA CEO Robert Ivy's post-election statement,

the Texas Society of Architects would like to
reaffirm our core values. Above all, TxA is com-

mitted to being the voice lor Texas architecture,

supporting the creation ofsafe, beautiful, and

sustainable environments.

Furthermore, TxA stands behind AIlt's stated

diversity and inclusion goals.

TxA acknowledges that much of the presi-
dential campaign rhetoric, prior actions, and

statements of the president-elect seem to be in
contradiction to our core values and those of
the AIA. We anticipate learning more about
the intentions of the new administration
in the coming weeks and months, and will
support those policies aligned with our core

values and speak out against those that are

not. TxA and its membership will continue
to promote the design of spaces that serve

our communities and are inclusive, as well as

continuing to seek greater diversity within the
profession, no matter which political party is

in the majority.
Architects have an important role to play

in designing and building a more prosperous,

peaceful, and sustainable society for the future.
We know architects of all political parties will
continue to use their skills and voices to promote

the highest ideals ofdesign, as our aging infra-
structure is renewed, as well as the ideals ofour
nation, including life, liberty, and justice for all.

Paul A. Bielarnowicz, AIA
2016 President, Tbxas Societ2 ofArchituts

This response is well needed and welcome. I am

glad you included the AIA Diversity and Inclu-
sion Goals, because sometimes they seem forgot-

ten. Mr. Bielamowicz, I commend you

for your response.

Donna M.Joye, AIA
Fort Worth

I fully support equal access to employment and

promotion for qualified individuals. The only
criteria for hiring or promoting individuals
should be, 'Are they qualified?" and "Do they

have the attitude to 'do the job'?" Nothing else is

important. That said, I also believe in a hand up,
if the individual is willing to work for it. "Teach

a man to fish!"
Only talent, inspiration, and hard work

create great architecture!

Howard Ternplin, AIA
Dallas

Thank you, Paul, for the well-positioned statement

of TxA's commitment and for the all-inclusiveness.

Jarnes White, AIA
Texas Tbch Unioersitl
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0f' Notc.

ARO Working on Renovation and Master
Plan for Houston's Rothko Chapel

The Rothko Chapel has hired New York's Archi-
tecture Research Office (ARO) to undertake
renovation and master planning eflorts for the

iconic building. Originally designed by Howard
Barnstone, FAIA, and Eugene Aubry, FAIA,
and completed in I971, the nondenominational
chapel was created specifically to house 14 large-

scale works by American painter Mark Rothko.

John and Dominique de N,Ienil commis-
sioned the chapel and the paintings as a gift to
the city of Houston. The space was intended
to be "an ecumenical house olworship where
people can 'meet and experience their broth-
erhood."' Todan the space is a self-described
"spiritual space, a forum for world leaders, a

place for solitude and gathering. It's an epicen-

ter for civil rights activists, a quiet disruption,
a stillness that moves." Over the years it has

hosted such luminaries as Archbishop Des-

mond Tutu, the Dalai Lama, and Nobel Prize

Laureate Rigoberta Menchri.
To better serve as a venue lor large groups,

the chapel's board, which is chaired by

Rothko's son, Christopher Rothko, decided it
was time for an update.

"Their mission really encompasses both
contemplation, which is the experience of being

within the chapel, and action," says Adam
Yarinsky, FAIA, ARO principal and co-founder.
"The impetus behind the project comes from
trying to strengthen both ofthose aspecrs behind
their mission. There has always been an issue

with light levels within the chapel and creating
better control ofdaylight within the space, so

that's [one] goal."

In addition to improving the lighting, ARO
will upgrade interior acoustics, address aesthetic

differences between the walls and ceiling, and
update weatherproofing and security systems. A
new structure on the site will accommodate guest

services, conlerences, meetings, administrative

spaces, and guest housing for visiting artists and
scholars - leaving the chapel itsell as a quiet,

contemplative space. "The goal is to preserve an

experience," Yarinsky says. 'Any adjustments
made must be very carefully considered so you're
not changing any quality the chapel has now."

With the new drawing center at the Menil and
improvements to the University of St. Thomas

ARO has been hired to

update Houston\ iconic

Rothko Chapel to be a

b e tter u enue fo r ho s ting

eaents, while attempting

to maintain its original

intent as a contemplatiae

space where people can

"meet and experience their

brotherhood."

campus, the chapel's district is also changing.

ARO's master plan will address these new
neighbors by reorienting access to the site. The
reflecting pool facing the chapel's entrance,
which is home to a Barnett Newman "Broken
Obelisk" sculpture, will also be renovated to fix
drainage problems and improve lighting. The
chapel is working with conservators from The
Menil Collection, who are currently tending to

the sculpture's deterioration.

The exterior ofthe chapel itselfshould
remain more or less as-is. 'At this stage, we

don't anticipate any significant, noticeable

change to the exterior ofthe chapel," Yarinsky
says. "There's a quality it has now that is his-
toric, and also, a kind ofneutrality it has on the
exterior belies the richness that is experienced
on the inside. I don't think anyone perceives that
to be a problem."

The changes, it is to be hoped, will introduce
the chapel to a new generation of activists and
community members, opening it up to more
events and reasserting its place at the center of
Houston's cultural scene.

Alyssa Morris is web editor of Texas Architect.
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Book Review

Beyond Documentation: Photography's
Role in Contemporary Architectural
Production

Seamless: Digital Collage and Dirty Realism in

Contemporary Architecture

by Jesris Vassallo

Park Books, $39.OO

Postproduction has changed the way people, and

especially architects, interact with photography.

As pointed out by Rice School of Architec-
ture ProfessorJests Vassallo in his new book,

"Seamless: Digital Collage and Dirty Realism in
Contemporary Architecture," this sort olmanip-
ulation has existed almost as long as the medium

itsell, yet these techniques have, until fairly
recently, been the province ofthe initiated, or else

the image bears a collage aesthetic revealing the

hand of the manipulator. With the proliferation
and ubiquity of digital tools, digital image con-

sumption, and most importantly the production
of digital images, photography no longer seems to

represent an objective "reality" and is now seen

increasingly through subjective and idealized

lenses. Manipulation is not only the norm, but the

expectation. Nearly everyone is socially obligated

to become an image-maker, broadcasting for the

world to like, heart, or thumbs up.

Importantly, architecture has long been

taught, understood, and proliferated through the

use ofimages. Few ofus have been lucky enough

to travel the globe to see the great works ofarchi-
tecture or experience citics like Rome, Shanghai,

and London. Doubtfully anyone has been fortu-
nate enough to see every great city or every great

work olarchitecture; therelore, our understanding

olsuch places relies on photography. However,

with increasing realism, images are being pro-
duced that often have no basis in physical reality.

Our relationship to photography starts with
the idea that it is mere "documentation," yet pho-

tography has always contributed directly to the

production of architecture. Through its dissemi-

nation, we have long known buildings through

little more than images led to us in periodicals or

books, and many buildings today are designed

for the "money shot" the image that n ill place

them at the top ofblog and Insta-feeds, or as fea-

tured projects on daily consumption websites.

Architects are increasingly called upon to

make images; after all, it is the image that reaches

the widest audience. In exploring how the digital

image impacts the profession of architecture,

Vassallo runs through three case studies pairs

ofarchitects and photographers working in col-

laboration to demonstrate how the proGssion

olphotography is shaping the practices discussed,

and presumably, or potentially, others across the

globe. Each chapter begins with a simple title
followed by a series of images, unattributed and

intentionally blurring the distinction of authorship.

The first pairing is that of Filip Dujardin
and De Vylder Vinck Taillieu, with emphasis on

the contribution ofJan De Vylder. Ironicalll,, I
first came to know Dujardin's work through his

"Fictions" series, widely disseminated online.

The images are clearly architectural collages,

yet seem both familiar and exciting in their pre-

sentation, not excluding the possibility ofreality.
They truly exemplify the seamless quality Vas-

sallo outlines. Gone are the traces ofcut lines,

and the images are blended to such perfection

that, were they not so fantastic, they could be

mistaken for actual buildings.
De Vylder's architecture embraces the

everyday, the discarded apparatus oftempo-
rary construction. As the pair has collaborated
and the architects respond to the cataloging
of their work through Dujardin's eyes, their
projects have become increasingly collage-like,
with collisions between structural systems and

infrastructural lrameworks emphasized. Some

olthe recent work, especially the Twiggy Shop

in Belgium, looks as if it were designed for the

camera. Similarly, the photographer has been

pushing his own work to be more architectural
exhibits and temporary constructions made

from everyday materials like masonry, and

installed in a similar lashion to emphasize the

collision between material svstems.

Lel t Digital c o llage rtom
Filip Dujardin\ "Fietions

Series" (undated). @ Filip
Dujardin.

Below D uj ardin\ in s ta l-

lation titLed "Treasures of

J\fati on, " pr o du c e d Jo r D e

Steiger Menen (2014). @

FiLip Dujardin.

l-
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Right"BildbauNo I3,"
a digital collage b1 Philipp

Schaerer (2008). @

Philipp Schaerer.

Below From Schae-

rer's Boltshauser series

(2011-2012). a Phiwp
Schaerer.

In an age of rapidly proliferating imagery,
this dialogue confined somewhere between

specific architecture and its representation in a
photograph - makes one wonder where inspira-
tion originates. Curiously, as the collaboration
intensifies, there is a blurring ofwho is the true
author ofthese works, and yet, what shines

through is the strong vitality ofthe authors

themselves. The work depends on the specifici-
ties oftheir past interactions, their locality, and
their responses to one another.

The second pairing is that of Philipp
Schaerer and Roger Boltshauser. Schaerer was

a former student of Boltshauser's and worked
in the office of Herzog & de Mueron before

starting his own company producing represen-

tations. The two were matched lor an exhibit
on Boltshauser, and their collaboration bears

the we ight ol his esteem. Schaerer works with
a digital collage technique that I would argue

deviates from the definition ofphotography. He
works with textures, 3-D modeling, and layering
to produce images that respond to, most notably,

the documentary tradition in photography. His
anonymous constructions in the "Bildbauten"
series have a neutrality ofcomposition and

framing that is similar to that olthe Bechers,

yet his are digitally constructed objects, without
the burdens or richness ofa typological fram-
ing. The constructions are a formal composition
of texture and coior, always solely in elevation,

and not "designed" objects. He hovers around
an industrial vernacular while not utilizing any
particular or familiar form.

Boltshauser leverages this collage technique

in the exhibit as a manner of displaying his
architecture through a new lens. Projects com-
pleted over the life ofhis firm are recomposed
as flat two-dimensional elevations overlain on

their existing site. The subject is not photo-
graphed, only the context. The conflation of
the perspective techniques brings an increased
attention to the materials, and presents

the building as a discrete object. However,
Boltshauser sees this as yet another interpreta-
tion ofthe architecture and not necessarily
part olthe creative process. This is somewhat
reversed when he asks Schaerer to collaborate
on a competition in which Schaerer produces
textural images of what the walls might look
like, but Schaerer seems always to be produc-
ing for Boltshauser in a manner that essentially
fulfills the latter's requests. While there is surely
dialogue, the architecture seems to be wholly
Boltshauser's conception.
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The third and final section of "Seamless"

covers Bas Princen and OFFICE Kersten
Geers David Van Severen, who are likely the

most familiar subjects to many readers. This
group has worked and grown together, first
with architectural proposals, then increasingly
in their respective roles. Their collaboration,
like the first pairing, is highly reciprocal.
Princen often participates in design discus-

sions throughout the lile ofa project and is the

sole photographer of the firm's work. Princen
himself studied urban environments and is

interested in the identification and appropria-
tion of discarded spaces. OFFICE, in its work,
often utilizes walls and framing to define a

precinct, and take ownership of an empty
space. Their coliaboration is strikingly illus-
trated in the "Garden Pavilion," another found
and appropriated space. Here, photos ofthe
spaces are displayed alongside or within the

architectural intervention. The interpretation
is immediate and reflective. Princen focuses

on the moment, a singular idea within each

composition. There is never a comprehensive

descriptive photo; the work of OFFICE is seen

in compelling fragments.

It is significant that all of the image-makers

noted here were also trained as architects or
architectural historians. Clearly, they share an

interest in the built environment and the produc-

tion of images. These collaborations are of an

inherently different nature than those ofJeff
Wall with Herzog & de Meuron, or the Bechers

with anonymous industrial architectures. The

production of these pairs is highly embedded

in their personal and intertwined histories.

While the processes outlined by Vassallo aren't
necessarily available to all working architects,

the pairings outline interesting potentials for col-

laboration and highlight the increasingly elusive

role olimage in architecture. raising questions

that impact traditional roles of representation

and the comprehension olarchitecture.

Jesse Hager, AlA, is a principal of CONTENT

Architecture and an adjunct professor at the

University of Houston.
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FacingPage "Wall
Paailion" fut Bas Princen

and OFFICE Kersten

Geers Daaid Van Seaeren,

Shen<hen (2012), @ Pho-

tographs Bas Princen

Top "Garden Padlion"

b1 Bas Princen and

OFFICE Kersten Geers

Daild Van Seueren, Wn-

ice (2010), @ Photograph

Bas Princen.

Bottom "Rampelken

House" b1t De Vylder

Vinck Taillieu, Ghent

(2010-2012), @ Photo-

graph Filip Dujardin.
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Workshop in EI Paso Connects Artists
and Students in Examination of Borders

On October 20 and 21, the Rubin Center in
collaboration with AGENCY Architecture, with
participation by Crossway Foundation and Angel

Cabrales/University of Texas at El Paso, hosted

the Border InSecurities Workshop, which locused

on the exploration ofborders in their physical,

political, cultural, and personal meaning. The

Rubin Center, on the UTEP campus, serves the

local community as well as the student body on

issues about art and design in our border town.

AGENCY is the practice of two Texas Tech Col-

lege of Architecture faculty members Ersela

Kripa and Stephen Mueller that focuses on

emerging contemporary cultural issues through

architecture, urbanism, and advocacy. The

Crossway Foundation was lounded by a group

ofartists who believe in the power ofjourneys to

inspire better understanding and collaboration

across borders. Since its formation, the foundation

has supported a series of.journeys to over 13 dif-
ferent nations, allowing a select group of emerging

artists from Middle Eastern nations to visit and

explore the arts in different countries.

To initiate the workshop, AGENCY issued

a prompt to the participants from Crossway

and UTEP, asking them to curate a selection

olthree to five objects that they would find
essential during a hypothetical border cross-

ing. The objects could include clothes, tools,

electronics, keepsakes, etc.; they could be found,

bought, or designed; they could be legai or
iliegal the important thing was that they be

exclusive to the act of crossing the imagined
border - nothing lrom day-to-day life. Kripa
and Mueller also asked that the objects "engage

u,'ith the particular techno-political context" of
the chosen border, including considering what
methods might be used to detect the object

(biometric scanning, facial recognition software,

RFID sensing, unmanned aerial photography,

x-ray, etc.). Finally, they asked that the objects

communicate with a desired audience: a security

agent, a contact on the "other side," other mem-

bers ofthe crossing party, or anyone else. The
prompt read: "Consider whether your object

will render you self-transparent, or whether it
may contradict or obfuscate your true nature.

Consider whether the trip you imagine would be

sanctioned or clandestine."

On the second day of the workshop, after a

series oldiscussions, collaborative activities, and

insightful dialogues, AGENCY curated a mobile

performance and pop-up exhibit, asking the

artists to travel by bike to the border, each car-

rying pieces of a custom display table made from
plastic fencing the idea being to assemble a

display table near the border fence that was made

from lence parts. The sroup mustered along the

main path at the Paso del Norte Bridge between

EI Paso andJudrez. They assembled the Gnce/

display table - which was designed and pre-cut

by AGENCY and snapped together easily with
adjustable lriction-fit connections, using the rental

bikes as table legs. The selected objects r,vere then

laid out on the table, drawing hundreds ofcurious
travelers into dialogues about borders.

As I discussed the project with Valeria Mariani
and Imogen Ware olthe Crossway Foundation,

Ersela Krippa of AGENC! and Kerry Doyle of
the Rubin Center, it became apparent that the

workshop provided the visiting artist, the students

at UTEP, and the various prolessionals involved

with an opportunity to elevate the discussion

about borders, transGrring knowledge and sharing

individual experiences. As part olthe dialogue, I
learned from the members of the Crossway Foun-

dation that once their individual personaljourney

ends, they will continue the dialogue through the

internet, eliminating the physical boundaries of a

border and creating a more universal community.

Nestor lnfanzon, FAIA, is principalof Nine Degrees in

El Paso.

A displry table, made

from pLastic _fencing, be-

cam e the frameu or k ift r an

exhibition on borders.
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78th Annual Convention and Design Expo
Call for Presentations

lf you have an insight, idea, or approach you're eager to share

with the Texas design industry, this is your chance.

TxA will be accepting continuing education presentation proposals for

our 78th Annual Convention and Design Expo, themed "Threshold,"

which willtake place on November 9-ll,2Ol7 in Austin.

Texas
Society of
Architects
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The call for submissions opens mid-January:
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Reimagine Crowdus Tests the Viability
of a Pedestrian Street in Deep Ellum

On April 30, 2015, a team of architects and
Iandscape architects assembled by the Iocal urban
strategy firm Ash+Lime implemented the Crow-
dus Pop-Up Park, closing one block of Crowdus
Street in Dallas to vehicles in an event that ran
for three days. With seating, concerts, games, and
movies, Crowdus drew a steady stream of people

throughout the weekend. Though the event's

duration was brief, the idea ofa public space in
Deep Ellum had taken hold in visitor's minds.

After the event, Design Future Dallas, a grass-

roots group ofyoung design prolessionals, stepped

in. Aware that the largest obstacle to permanent
implementation of a public space on Crowdus
was the lack of a physical design, Design Future
Dallas decided to lacilitate an international design

competition to reimagine Crowdus Street as a

pedestrian corridor. Twenty-five entries were

submitted from 10 countries around the world,
with 11 entries coming from Dallas-based design-

ers. The quality ofwork was superb. Ajury made

up of prominent local designers and members of
the community was assembled. After anonymous
judging, all three top finishers were revealed to be

Dallas-based, with a team from Gensler's Dallas
office taking first place.

With the academic exercise complete, all
those involved began to shift their thinking
toward action. The Deep Ellum Foundation
determined that a monthJong prototype span-

ning three blocks was in order to test the idea
in a semi-permanent way. This was dubbed
Reimagine Crowdus. The Foundation assembled

a team consisting ofthe competition organizers,
winning designers, and various local businesses

to plan the event.

When Reimagine Crowdus went live on
Tuesday, September 4, Crowdus Street had
been completely transformed. The transfor-
mation was not limited to the physical street;
events were programmed every day olthe
month-long event. These included dance
classes, concerts, stand-up comedy, movies,
markets, and much more. Crowdus Street truly
became a place to spend time, have a chance
encounter, and soak up the energy ofthe neigh-
borhood. It created a public space accessible to
all regardless of age or economic slarus.

The event served as a prototype, a contained

study ofthe issues that are generated by creating a
pedestrian space on a vehicular street. Much was

positive, but challenges arose. Coordination with
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Iocal businesses for delir..eries and trash pickup
rvere criticai, and occasionally miscommunica-
tions occurred. Twelve on-street parking spaces

\'vere no longer available, and n'hile 12 is not a
large percentage of Deep Ellum's overall supply,

the difficulty of parking is a significant issue ro

those rvho lirc, u,ork, and play in the neighbor-
hood. The southernmost block struggled to attracr
people, likely due to the two large dumpsters

Iocated mid-block. The central block emerged as

the natural hub ofactivitv and drerv the greatest

numbers of casual visitors.

\Vith the trees and benches nou'cleared away

and cars once again dominating the streetscape,

Crowdus is both a shadou'of what it was and a
reminder of the potential that still exists. Despite
the initial dilficulties, Reimagine Crowdus
demonstrated that a permanent pedestrian space

is viable on this street and can be integrated into
the existing urban complexity.

After the first weeks, trash sen ice and deliveries

began to fall into the necessary r\thm. The daily
events drew a great number ofpeople to the street,

and drivers found parking elsewhere. Several adja-

cent businesses saw significanl revenue increases.

Hundreds turned out for severai olthe main events.

At the conclusion of the month, the civic authorities
recognized the success ofthe experiment, acknowl-
edging that the demonstration had allayed previous

reservations about the project.

The momentum of the pop-up, the competi-
tion, and the monthJong Reimagine Crowdus
event continues as the effort now turns toward
permanent implementation. The present hope
is to leverage cost-effective design interventions
to create the maximum impact on the selected

block of Crowdus.

This entire process is very encouraging,
demonstrating that impassioned individuals
and organizations can create real impact on
their city. It is this infusion ofnew ideas rhat can
be architecture's greatest contribution to the
urban dialogue. While drawings and renderings
convey concepts and inspire further thought,
physical intervention helps bridge the gap

between proposal and reality.
Ifltou haue a questiln or opinion, or are interested in

learning more about Croudus Street, please email info@
deepellumtexas.com.

Andrew Barnes, AlA, is with Oglesby Greene Archi

tects in Dallas.

FacingpageA ereatiae

use offiathead nails on

a telephone pole proaided

di s tin e tia e s ign age fo r
Reimagine Crowdus.

Above The Deep Ellum

Outdoor Market was set

up on the central blotk of
the studl lone, drataing a

crowd.
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The Folk Architecture of Low Plains

Low Plains is the alias ofJohn Redington, Assoc.

AIA, a graduate architect at Clayton&Little
Architects in Austin. Under this moniker,

Redington pursues his fascination with the old,

dilapidated agricultural sheds of timber and

corrugated iron that are an integral part ofthe
Texas rural landscape. He spends many of his

weekends driving around the countryside in his

pickup truck, looking for prime examples of this

ubiquitous but little-noticed and quickly vanish-

ing building type, then documenting them, first
with photography, and later, back in his studio

apartment, with illustration.
The illustrations are as straightforward and

unpretentious as the structures they describe, and

they convey a good deal ofthese sheds' ramshackle

charm, as n ell as the artist's affection for his sub-

ject matter. Mapped out first with a straightedge

and ink on paper, then silk-screened on flat stock,

the drawings have a flattened quality reminiscent

of folk art (lowplains.net's tagline is "Folk Architec-

ture: Tejas") but with more precision in scale and

proportion, telltales of Redington's architectural

training. Stripped ofclinging rcgetation and any

other context, the sheds are presented as discrete

objects, ready for study and contemplation, like

specimens laid out on the examining table.

Redington earned a Bachelor of Architec-

ture from Texas Tech Unir,ersity and follolved

it up with a master's in architecture from Pratt

Institute in Brooklyn, Ner,r,York. He completed

the Ghost Lab Design/Build Internship in Nova

Scotia, worked for Robert A.N{. Stern Architects,

and spent a vear knocking around Tasmania and

Australia, where he attended the Glen N{urcutt

International Master Class. But he never lost touch

rvith his roots. Redington grew up on r,r'hat he calls

a "humble cow farm" in Frisco, "before it got mall

[expletire]." His travels and education do play into

his artistic rvork, which is not quite as nai\'e as it
first appcars. The Low Plains rvebsite includcs an

essa)', an intellectual interrogation ofthe lorvly

shed buildings. Louis Sullivan and DonaldJudd

are quoted; the sheds are related to Deconstruc-

tion, Ifodernism, Postmodernism, and the Arts

and Crafts movement. Redington ponders whether

the cross-ventilation created by punctures in a

shed's rva1ls could earn it a LEED certificate. In
the end, he concludes that the sheds' "forms,

patterns, and relationship with nature" offer clues

to how buiidings could be designed today'.

Aaron Seward is editor of Texas Architect.

" eo^D trbt

The Lou Plains illustra'

tions document old, hand-

bui lt agricu ltura I s he ds

in the Texas landvape,

capturing lheir essenee be-

fore thel mnish completefi

ifrom our world, repLaced

b7 lhe plauless, prefabri-

cated metal buildigns of
the modern economl. See

more at lowplains.net.
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0f'Note

"A/fore than ary,tthing rue tuant to produce graduates

that are not onfu designers, but thought leaders."

Q&A with Jim Williamson

Jim Williamson has had a busy semester. As new

dean olthe Texas Tech University College of
Architecture, he returns to his alma mater after

a remarkable career spent working, lvriting,
and teaching at numerous prestigious institu-

tions around the lvorld. He was most recently at

CorneII University, where he taught and served

as director ofthe undergraduate architecture

program, which has been ranked number one

nationally by Design Intelligence, and also

director olthe graduate program, which is no'"v

ranked number two. He is soft-spoken, thought-

ful, articulate, and can tell a good story. Craig

Kinney, AIA, r,r,as lucky enough to catch him at

TxA's 77th Annual Convention and Design Expo

in San Antonio to ask a lew questions.

Craig Kinney: What are you looking for-
ward to as dean ofTech?

Jirn Williarnson: Texas Tech is an institution

that I'm, in some ways, \rery familiar lvith, and

so it's extraordinarily exciting to be at the helm.

We're at a point where we rvill have the oppor-

tunity to hire many new faculty, u'hich I think
will produce some very good changes. I hope to

position the school into a premier design school,

producing graduates that can not only find their

way into regional and national offices to practice if
they choose to practice, but who will also have the

ability to and critical skills to teach ifthey want to

teach, or go into other related disciplines. More

than anything, we want to produce graduates that

are not only designers, but thought leaders.

I{hat rnakes the Texas Tech College of
Architecture unique? Is it the landscape?

How did Texas Tech prepare you for your
career?

I'm not certain, but it's possible the landscape

does produce a unique culture. I think the

landscape has given rise to some very fine
and interesting musicians such asJoe Ely,

.|immie Dale Gilmore, Butch Hancock, and

others. But perhaps Terry Allen is a more

appropriate person to talk about - whose

ability to engage the Latino landscape, the

Caucasian landscape, the West, and Cowboy

Culture and then make great contem-
porary art out of it all is something to
look toward. We have a very diverse student
population, u'ith about 40 percent ofthe
students being of Hispanic origin. It allows
us to create not so much a diflerent archi-
tecture, but a dilferent culture out ofwhich
good architecture can happen. Our proximity
to Marfa is important. We have a growing
EI Paso program, which is connected to the
Lubbock campus. We are trying to position
ourselves within the region in important
ways. I t hink we've got a unique opportunity
to stamp our culture with a kind of nuance

that is inlormed by these influences. We're at

a time at Tech where we have great oppor-
tunities to engage the landscape that we are

in. There are incredible changes happen-
ing in the profession, and it's exciting to try
and position the school in relation to these

changes. There are opportunities at Tech that
are not afforded other schools. I'm looking
forward to Tech evolving into an even better,
stronger school than it already is.

Tech taught me a lot about design, a lot about

problem solving, and a lot about representation,

but I also had the opportunity to be exposed

early on to the world oftheory, art, and English

literature. This prepared me extraordinarily weII.

I was able to go into Frank Welcht office almost

seamlessly and not just deal with day-to-day

design problems but, because Frank was such a

great designer, we could do this beyond the terms

of a standard office practice, but with a really

strong design sensibility, as well. The people in
the office were good designers and thinkers as

well. For example, one of my office mates was

Mark Wellen, and I was my close college friend

Jim Rhotenberry's replacement. My education in
Lubbock gave me a rigorous training, but there

was also a lot of room to explore any number of
the different things I was curious about.

I{hat particular challenges do you face?

It's not just a College ofArchitecture problem; it's

a state university probiem notjust in Texas,

but every\{,'here: The enrollment numbers at

many schools have taken quite a hit, though the

numbers are slowly going back up. There is an

impression about architecture that has developed

since the 2008 downturn that is discouraging.

These are misperceptions about what architects

do that are concerning. That, coupled with the

increasing cost ofeducation, is a real challenge.

Recruitment and retention are issues that we must

address both economically and perceptually.
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ADVOCATE
FOR YOUR
PROFESSION

2017

ADVOCATES FOR
ARCHITECTURE DAY

Texas architects will convene at the Texas State Capitol
for the fourth biannual Advocates for Architecture Day.

Join us to meet with state legislators to promote the
importance of architecture and design.

Texas
Society of
Architects

texasa rch itects. org,/advocates
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JANUARY

Saturday 7

EXHIBITION CLOSING

You Are Here: Maps of

Texas

The Heritage Society

1100 Bagby Street

Houston

heritagesociety.org

Sunday 8

EXHIBITIONS CLOSING

Beneath Metropolis

Blue Star Contemporary

116 Blue Star

San Antonio

bluestarart.org

Kathryn Andrews: Run

for President

Nasher Sculpture Center

2001 Flora Street

Dallas

n a s h e r sc u I pt u r e c e nte r. o r g

Tuesday 16

EXHIBITION CLOSING

25 Years/25 Treasures

LBJ Presidential Library

2313 Red River Street

Austin

lbjlibrary.org

Saturday 2l
FILM

Troublemakers: The

Story of Land Art

Dallas Museum of Art

1717 N. Harwood Street

Dallas

dma.org

Sunday 22

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Walter de Maria:

Counterpoint

Dallas Museum of Art
1717 N. Harwood Street

Dallas

dma.org

EXHIBITION OPENING

Process and Poetry:

The Graphics of Kim and

Therese Bauer

El Paso Museum of Art

1 Arts Festival Plaza

El Paso

elpasoartmuseum.org

Sunday 29

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Carlos Merida

San Antonio Museum

of Art

200 W. Jones Avenue

San Antonio

samuseum.org

EXHIBITION OPENING

The lmpressionist Col-

lection of Montie Ritchie

Amarillo Museum of Art

2200 S. Van Buren Street

Amarillo

amarilloart.org

FEBRUARY

Friday 3

EXHIBITION OPENING

ReCollecting Dogon

The Menil Collection

1533 Sul Ross Street

Houston

menil.org

Tuesday 7

EVENT

Advocates for Architec

ture Day

Texas State Capitol

1100 Congress Avenue

Austin

texasarchitects.org

Thursday 9

EXHIBITION OPENING

Women in Architecture

AIA Austin

249 W.2nd Street

Austin

aiaaustin.org

Saturday 1l

EXHIBITIONS OPENING

Maya: Hidden Worlds

Revealed

Perot Museum of

Nature and Science

2201 N. Field Street

Dallas

perotmuseum.org

Purchased Lives

The Bullock Museum

J.800 Congress Avenue

Austin

thestoryoftexas.com

Saturday 18

EVENT

Dallas Center for Archi-

tecture 5K Form Follows

Fitness

Klyde Warren Park

Dallas

f o r mf o I I ow sf it n e s s. c o m

Wednesday 22

EVENT

Building Science Expo

TCC South Campus

5301 Campus Drive

Fort Worth

aiafw.org

EXHIBITION OPENING

French Moderns: Monet

to Matisse, 1850-1950

The McNay

6000 N. New Braunfels

Avenue

San Antonio

mcnayart.org

Sunday 26

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Horizon Lines

Amon Carter Museum of

American Art

3501 Camp Bowie Bou-

levard

Fort Worth

cartermuseum.org

FEATURED

Painted Churches of Texas

UTSA lnstitute of Texan Cultures

texancultures.com

THROUGH MARCH 5

This exhibit spotlights some of the more than two dozen l9th-century painted

churches scattered across Texas. Built by immigrants from around the world, these

churches are a rich part of the Texas cultural heritage and legacy of immigrant

artistry. Thanks to technology developed by NASA, the churches are presented in

large-scale Gigapan photographs that capture the intricate details of the spaces.

Donald Sultan: The Disaster Paintings

Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth

themodern.org

FEBRUARY 19 THROUGH APRIL 23

The Modern launches an exhibition of Donald Sultan's industrial landscape series,

begun in the J.98Os. The paintings highlight the contrast between seemingly robust
man-made buildings and their f ragility in the f ace of catastrophe. The works "eter-

nalize the real-life modern events we are faced with daily in contemporary society
yet quickly forget when the next catastrophe occurs." r
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NEW!

ARCHITECT'S
PROGRAM

AT

NASCC
THE 

'TEEL 
CONFERENCE

SAN ANTONIO I March 22-24,2017

Wednesday I March 22, 2017
lnnovations in Steel
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Solutions for Equity in the Workplace
9:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
lunch included

KEYNOTE: The Neuroscience of Decision Making
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Circuit of The Americas Observation Tower
3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

Steel Castings in Architecture -
Do You Know How to Design Them?
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Welcome Reception in Exhibit Hall
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
includes guided tour

1.0 LU

By registering for the 1-Day
Program on March 22,2017 ,

you receive COM PLI M ENTARY
ADMISSION for the entire
three-day conference.

1.5 LU

1.0 LU Thursday I March 23,2017

1.0 LU

8:00 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.

Conference Dinner
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
addiiion al fee reqiired

Friday I March 24,2017
8:00 a.m. - 3:15 p.m.

Earn up to 15.0 LUs
by attending the
full conference!

1.5 LU

Total LUs offered: 6.0 LU

1-DAY Fee: $75 I Registration code: ARCHITECT
Members of AIA Austin, AIA Houston and AIA San Antonio receive FREE registration

Visit aiaaustin.org, aiahouston.org or aiasa.org for the registration code.

wvlrw.aisc.org/nascc



Products

by Rita Catinella Orrell

These interior lighting fixtures not only provide illumination but also offer
designers and architects the opportunity to create statement pieces for walls

and ceilings in residential or commercial projects.

Ada 17

Brendan Ravenhill Studio

brendanravenhil l.com

Named after the

Americans with
Disabilities Act and

inspired by Char-
lotte Perriand's CP-l
sconce, the Ada
Sconce from Brendan

Ravenhill Studio is

now available in a
l7-in length. Ada l7
{'eatures adjustable

fins that direct a soft,

wall-washing light
along hallways or help

it lrame mirrors or
other features. Made
in Brendan Ravenhill's
Los Angeles studio,
the ADA-compliant
fixture is available in
black, white, or black

and brass and can be

mounted vertically or
horizontally. It is illu-
minated by an array of
lB-watt, warm 2,700K
LEDs.

Chroma Collection
I LEX

ilexlight.com

ILEX is an American manufacturer of architec-
tural lighting solutions for commercial, hospital-
ity, and high-end residential spaces. Designed by
Christopher Poehlmann, the Chroma lieht series

from ILEX includes a pendant, wall sconce,

and tripod with a classic mid-century aesthetic.

To achieve maximum light from a 150-watt
incandescent bulb, the new Chroma versions

are able to tilt from the fixture's body. Chroma
is available in polished aluminum, black, and
bronze with a matte black yoke and solid brass

pivoting knob. Visible cords allow for a modern,
industrial look.

Optical Lighting
Collection

Lee Broom

leebroom.com

The Optical col-

lection, by British
product and interior
designer Lee Broom,

was inspired by the

Op Art of the 1960s.

Made from powder-

coated spun steel and

blown from opaque

glass, the asymmetry

ofthe black stripes

contrasts with the

classic spherical shape

of the globe. When
viewed from all sides,

Optical's line ar pat-
tern is different at
every angle. Optical
uses an E27 fitting
and is available as a

pendant, a table lamp

on a ring base, or as

a floor lamp atop a

slender rod base.

1/22077 Texas Architect 27
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Produets

Nanoleaf Aurora

Nanoleaf

nanoleaf.me

This modular system

oldodecahedron-
shaped light bulbs

can be used to create

custom lighting instal-

lations for ceilings

or walls. Made up of
lightweight, triangu-
lar, 100Jumen light
panels (both color-

changing RBGW
and white tunable)

Aurora's single power

supply is plugged into
an outlet to control
up to 30 panels via
Wi-Fi. Double-sided

mounting tape secures

Aurora to any flat
surface, while linker
pieces connect the

panels. Each standard

kit comes u'ith nine

panels and linkers, one

controller and power

supply, stencil paper,

and mounting tape.

X Collection
Stickbulb

stickbulb.com

Handmade in New
York City from sus-

tainable materials and

energy-efficient LED
technology, Stickbulb's

X Collection includes

illuminated pieces that
can function as light
tables, chandeliers,

or pendant fixtures.

While previous

Stickbulb lamps have

relied on cantilevered

bulbs to make different
linear silhouettes, the

X Collection designs

create graphic and

structurally closed

shapes inspired

by hexagonal and

tetrahedral forms in
nature. Wood options

include sustainably

sourced maple or
walnut, reclaimed

southern yellow pine,

or ebonized oak.

Stickbulb also creates

custom fixtures that
can be configured to

suit any space or scale.

Otto Collection

Hubbardton Forge

hu bbardtonforge.com

Handcrafted in
Castleton, Vermont,
the Steampunk-

inspired Otto Collec-

tion is made in one of
the country's oldest

and largest commer-

cial forges operating
today. Otto includes

four pendants and one

sconce illuminated by

incandescent lamp-
ing. Made of glass,

brass, and steel with
a black finish, the

collection includes the

drawn-bow-shaped

Otto Sconce, a large

glass sphere pendant, a

fiveJight pendant that
can be hung level or at

different heights, and

a horizontal or vertical
pendant.

28 Texas Architect l/2 20t7
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Architect and Consultant Resources
Extron provides a number of resources for architects and
consultants to aid in the development of AV presentation
system proposals including :

. Autodesk@ Revit@ lt/odeling Files

. AV System CAD Drawings

. Architectural & Engineering Specifications

. Design Guides for Specific Technologies

Design and Commissioning Assistance
Extron engineers have decades of experience in providing
personalized system design and project commissioning
assistance. We provide a range of free services, from
equipment evaluation to complete system design.
Contact our 53 support line at 800.633.9876 with your
project details and we will help create a solution that suits
your needs.

t*G}

fll

AV Infrastructure For Any Environment
Extron Electronics is a leader in the design and manufacturing of audio-visual system integration products for applications ranging
from classrooms, boardrooms, and lecture halls to command and control centers. For over 30 years, our customers have trusted
Extron technology and expertise when they design AV systems for the commercial, government, education, and medical sectors.

Extron Electronics
INTEtrIFACING, SWITCHING,AND CONTFIOL

Connectivity

{A'-L}
800.633.9876 . www.extron.com
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Vallel House's unas-

suming north eleoation

combines a textured screen

wall, a low-kq entrance

porch, and theformer stu-

dio uith its north-facing

window.

A Restorative Place

Since the 1950s, Dallas'Valley House

has served as a cultural salon for the

display and contemplation of modern

art, architecture, and landscape design

It is also a private residence, now in its

second generation of family ownership

By Eurico R. Francisco, AIA

What is the significance of the Valley House in
North Dallas? Often described as serene, idyllic,
and a respite lrom the urban hubbub, Valley
House and its gardens certainly fit these descrip-
tions, and a visit anytime will awaken your
senses and invite reflection. What makes the
place unique? Why should you know about it?

And why should you visit it again and again
ifyou happen to know it already?
Above all, Valley House is the private home

of Cheryl and Kevin Vogel. Few would know
about it, though, if the Valley House were just
that - a private home to the Vogels. Fortunately
for the rest ofus, the Vogels are generous and
gregarious people who see themselves as caretak-
ers ofa small urban treasure, and who are happy
to share it rvith those who can appreciate it. As it
turns out, the Valley House is also the oldest, and
one olthe most cherished, art galleries in North
Texas, with a distinguished history dating back
to 1953, as works by Matisse, Pissarro, Monet,
Renoir, Calder, Henry Moore, and Chagall were
all shown at the Valley House in its early years.
And to top it ofl, Valley House has one of rhe
most stunning gardens in North Texas, sur-
rounding a gem of a house fully comfortable in
its environment.

Kevin Vogel is the middle child of Donald
and Peggy Vogel, the couple who purchased 4.3
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acres of land on Spring Valley Road in the early

1950s. At the time, Spring Valley was a dead-end

gravel road, and the land, bordered by White
Rock Creek on the south, appealed to the young

couple as a promising place to live and work.

Theirs was an original plan from the begin-

ning: Donald Vogel was an artist, and the gallery

and lraming business were extensions of his

interest in all things art. Construction olthe
three-building compound art gallery, office,

and house happened over time, from 1953

through 1963, rvith the original lrame shop

turned into the current gallery space. Kevin,
along with his brother and sister, grew up in
the Valley House while his lather and mother

locused on the art and framing business as the

place became known to art connoisseurs in

Dallas. AII along, Donald also lound time to
paint inherently a solitary activity - which
allowed Kevin plenty ol unsupervised time to

explore the woods and the creek, places full ol
mystery to the curious boy.

Clarence Roy, a landscape architect who

graduated from the University of Michigan in
1951 and soon thereafter started his career with
Lambert Associates in Dallas, designed the

original gardens of the Valley House in 1959.

Roy returned to Michigan in 1960, where he

foundedlJR, Inc. with brothers William and

CarlJohnson. Over the years,lJR went on to

I/ALLEY HOUSE GALLT
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become a nationally recognized landscape archi-
tecture, planning, and urban design practice
with offices across the country.JJR merged with
Smith Group in the mid-1970s, and the practice
is known today as SmithGrouplJR.

It is fair to assume that the Valley House was

a major commission lor the young landscape

architect lrom the north, who found, in Dallas,
clients eager to embrace a type of landscape

architecture rooted in academic scholarship. In

fact, at Valiey House we can find suggestions

ofthe British picturesque approach to garden

design, where the landscape surrounding grand
estates is re-created in a naturalistic palette

that negotiates the transition to the wilderness
beyond. Frederick Law Olmstead, grandlather
of American landscape architecture, himself
employed similar techniques and vocabulary in
designing public parks throughout the country in
the second halfofthe l9th century.

A ointage site plan in-

cluded in the catalogfor the

C har les Um laqf s c u lp ture

shout, published b1 the Val-

ley House Gallerlt in 1959.

Parts of thefamil2 home

b e c ame dis p lay are a s lfo r
lhe exhibit, indicated on the

plan as "F" and "G."

SCULPTURE COURT and SCULPTURE GARDEN
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ToplYo Sculpture is

found along the pathuay
through the Vallejt House

gardens, allowingfor

unexpected and surprising

interaction between art

and dsitors.

Below The pond is afocal

point ofthe landscape and

another opportuniQ to

displal sculpture.

But certainly the young Clarence Roy was

also aware of something new that was happening
around him, as the modern American landscape
championed by Dan Kiley and Garrett Eckbo
was being discussed and experimented with,
starting in the 1950s. This modern landscape
abandoned precedents and emphasized instead
form, color, and movement. It was inspired by,

and was in tune with, other fields modern
painting, sculpture, tapestry, and ofcourse,
architecture. Erika Farkac Vogel was chiefland-
scape architect at Lambert Associates when she

married widower Donald Vogel in l9BI, and she

continued to develop the gardens until Don-
ald's death in 2004. Since then, garden design

has been directed by Tary Arterburn of Studio
Outside in Dallas.

Walking the Valley House gardens today,
the visitor experiences these bold gestures

born of the modern idiom - color, texture,
topography - as middle ground between
house and the boundary ofthe property. Vince
Ellwood, a dear lriend and longtime DaIIas
landscape architect, first introduced me to the
Valley House , and I quote him: "When you go
there at various seasons ofthe year, it changes
dramatically. The bright sunshine in winter
is welcoming. The cool shade and sounds of
water in summer are refreshing. The land-
scape is inviting and surprising each spring
and fall. I see something new and fascinating
every time I go."
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An earj site plan b-y Fort

Worth arcltitectJohn

WulelJones (1953).

,t
!

i
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If the landscape is so rich, the main house is

not lar offit. Using an economic palette olbrick
for the walls and floors, plaster, wood beams and

ceilings, and industrial-grade steel windows, the

house feels airv, light, warm. and inviting.

Conceivcd bv architcctJohn \VesleyJones ol
Fort \Vorth rvorking closely rvith Donald Vogel,

the housc reflects the architccture olits time

and it simultane ously gives shape to an artist's

aspirations. A multiuse main room welcomes

visitors and is the hcart of the house: Kitchen,

fireplacc, cating, and living all happen in this
generous and uncontrived space. It is easy to

imaginc lamily lifb unlolding here, with kids

coming and going during the day, while at night

lriends gathcr, talk art, and eat together. The

l3-lt-by-6-in ceiling height makes the room leel

grand rvithout losing its domestic ground, and

thc brick pavers extend from exterior to interior,
helping to bridge house and landscape together

while lending an inlormal character to the space.

Nothing is too precious here the place comes

alive when it is actually inhabited and used -
but nothing is accidental, either.

A gcm of a space is just offthe main room

to the east: Donald Vogel's former studio has a

floor-to-ceiling glass wall lacing north/northcast,

plus a skylight, and is filled with soft light at all

times of the day. Smaller than the main room in

footprint but with the same ceiling height, thc

space almost feels like a cube lit from thc sidc

and from the top. How many hours did Donald

Vogel spend in this space? How many paintings

werc inspire d by the light and by the vicw to his

gardens and to the sky outside? I recentlv visited

rvith collcagues for a couple of hours in Donald's

lormer studio it has since been repurposed as

a sitting room and I will not forget how serenc

it leels. Bedrooms are located across the main

room to the west, and the master bedroom opens

to a greenhouse on the south.

Cheryl and Kevin Vogel have bcen loyal to

Peggy and Donaid Vogel's vision of the Valley
House as a place that supports the arts and com-

munity-building, and over the years they have

worked graciously and selflessly to make it evcn

more relevant. The open access and tranquil
parkJike atmosphere of the place make it a jewcl

in the social and urban landscapc ofDallas and

of North Texas. Max Levy, FAIA, celebrated

Texas architect and frequent visitor to the Valley

House, comments: "Dallas is a sprawling mcss.

The best we can do rvith it is to punctuate the

mess lvith restorative places. Vallev House is

36 Texas Architect 1/2 2077
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a prime example ofwhat I mean. The gallery,

house, and gardens are a sort ofindoor/out-
door cultural salon, a rarefied atmosphere that
can give you a lift. Inspiration amidst the city's

debris." And if the Valley House is still treasured
today despite all the cultural institutions that
have sprouted in North Texas in the last few
decades, just imagine what it meant to the local

cultural landscape of 50 or so years ago, when it
first appeared in the area.

What is in store for the Valley House? Will
luture generations ofNorth Texans be as for-

tunate to have it around? lVill the community
be willing to continue to support it in the way it
deserves? And u'hat if other arts patrons would
follow its example and contribute to enrich
the lives of our communities?Just imagine the
type ofcity that we could have a city indeed
"punctuated with restorative places."

Eurico R. Francisco, AlA, is a design principalat HDR

Architecture in Dallas and a contributing editor to
Texas Architect.
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Collective Learning
Dell Medical School
Health Learning Building
Page

Corun Tituan

Persuasive
Architecture
Could architecture
improve society through
storytelling?
lliluml lludat lill;l

In 1979,.]ohn Hejcluk u'as visitins clitic ar the Univcrsirl'olHoustorr C'lol-

legc of r\rchitccturc, rvhcte he tauglir thc Honols Strtdio (page 5B)' Callos

.]irnenez u'as in the i:lass. \\'riting about the experieucc vt'ars latcr,Jim€:rtez

sllokc r f thc "thcaler olsvmbols" ctrgtuclcrt:cl b1' Ht'iduk's assigttnrcnt. irutl

horv it crc:rtr:d zr "laith in errt" among lhc studcnts. sttch as that conr,el'cd in

a linc by l9th-centun, French pott Arthur Rimlraucl:

In the dau'n, zrnned n ith a burnirrg p;rtiencc, rr'c shall cntcr thc splcn-

did citics.

'fhc qtrotation occlrrs ncar thc trrd cf "Iint ,lai-srn cn l)lir," itt uhich thc

poet cletails his orvn spiritual and artistic crisis. Ritrbattd's rvork is itscll
a thcatcr of svmhols. He bclievcd that thc poct shoulcl l)c a se er-. a stzitc

that cor,rlrl onlv bc attained throngh tlic de rangcrncnt olthc sctrses and

the secking o1'extrcmc cxperietrcc. He pushccl hirnsclf h:rrd in this r;ut:st
.rielrt into a llcrvous lrrr:akdourt. \Vhile the quote abovc is itrcleccl an

optirnistic rc:rflirmirlior olthc possibilities o1-thc artistic pursuit. it conrt:s

lempcrecl bv pt'cvious disillusionnrcnt: "Thtr storv ol'ot1c o1-n:r1'lbllics." Hel

:rlso u'ritcs: "l rvho ciilled mvsell'magus clr angel, c\empt lrtiln itll nroral-

itr., I all throrvn back to the czrrth. t,ith a dutr. to find. anci rougl-r realit,v

to cmlrrace!" "At lt'ast thc ncn'hour is verv harsh." ;\nd "\\tc tlttst bc

alrso[rtclv lnoclcrn." ilt's u,or-th llotine thirt llot ltrtrg alicl conrplt'tirrg .\hr.vrir,

Rimbaud, at 19, eavc up poctrv altogethcr and becamc ;rn it-tttor.irtor itr thc

East Alrican coflcc traclc.)

Hcjchrk thc rluintessential papcr ztrr:hitcct u,as tht: archilcctural

velsion ol'Rirnbaucl's sccr. He did rxx btrilcl. bLrt hc inspilccl tlrcse hc taught,

rvho l,clc 1() \'clltrlrc out into thc "rough rcalin," to brrild u'itlt anzrrcrtess o['

thc spiritual qualities o{ spitcc. }{e inspilcci the coltinut:d qucst lbr knou,'l-

eclgc:urd urn'cilt:cl thc cduciitionirI qrportunitics o1'fully.'I'hc stolies in tlris
Iiaturc scction appronch this tircnrc ll'oru :r valictr'ol'angles. ll adclitior to
(hc storv olI-Ir icluk's 1979 UH class, r,t' studl a rn:clir al st hor,l dcsi.gned to

hclp pcoplc br-unp into cach othe r, cousidcr thc possilrilitics ol'rcirx'orpcrr;rt-

ing n:rrrativc into arclrit(:ctlrc lbr tlrr l)cttcl'Dr.nt of sociel\. and par':r visit

to tlrt: dcliglrtlirl ltrllics r;lAustiu's aurnual Cn'ck Shou.

l:()er()
The Pedagogy of
the Cigar Box
John Hejduk's 1979 UH

Honors Studlo

.J. Lrr,itt ,Skn;x .11,1

G650
Waller Folly
Creek Show, Austin
( | I r ri s lrtp / nr l'irgu.xt n,

-'|s.xtt. Al,l
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Gollective
Learning
FOR THE FIRSTTIN/E IN ITS HISTORY, UTAUSTIN HAS A

N/EDICAL SCHOOL THE BUILDING THAT HOUSES IT - THE

FIRST IN A COIVPLEX OF THREE - WAS DESIGNED TO

PRO N/OTE CO LLABORATI ON AN/O NG STU DENTS TH ROUG H

A..SOCIAL EDGE'': A GRAND STAIR THAT ASCENDS THE

GLASS-ENCLOSED NORTH FACE AND PROVIDES PLACES

FOR RANDOIV ENCOUNTERS AND IIVPROI,/PTU N/EETINGS

by Canan Yetmen

Project The University of Texas at Austin Dell Medical School Health Learning

Building

Client The University of Texas at Austin

Architects Page

Design Team Daniel Brooks, AIA; Ginny Chilton, AIA; James Gonin, AIA; Larry
Speck, FAIA; Josh Coleman, AIA; l\4atthew Leach, AIA; Janet Zeiiler, AIA; Ryan

Losch, AIA; Randy Twedt; Breanne Hanson; Adam LaRue

Photographer Dror Baldinger, AIA
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Previous The social

edge\ uertical and hori

pntal emphases are united

fu the .rtrong diagonal oJ

the interior stair, ruhich

makes the inner workings

oJ the building aisible and

animates thefacade.

RightThe l5th Street

frontage rec aLls tradi-

tional Uniaersitl of Tixas

u oc abulary't, es tab lis hing a

humane scale and connect-

ing to familiar materialiQ.

Facing More than

10,000 trapeaoidal

limestone slabs create a

delicatefi detailed southern

facade, punctuated fut

terracottafin.s and a shade

slructure that protects the

f,fthfoor terrace.

A" a toasty, blue-skied day, the sweeping views from the top floor
\Jof The Urriu"rritu ot"l'exas at Austin Dell Medical School Health
Lcarning Building provide a new perspective on a city constantly in
motion - much of it vertical. Austin is growing up before our very eyes,

stepping into its 21st-century future with a bold and optimistic vision.
The Texas capital as ground zero, as hub, as innovator, now includes a

new medical district for UT, appropriately the first new medical school

to be built lrom the ground up at a tier-one research university in the

U.S. in 50 years.

Designed by the Austin office of Page with The S/L/A/M Collabora-

tive, the Health Learning Building of the Dell Medical School is the cen-

tral focus of this new district, which comprises a new Seton hospital and

two future medical education buildings - dubbed the Health Transfor-

mation and Health Discovery Buildings. The optimistic nomenclature

offers a clue about the DNA of the district's deeply intertwined architec-

tural and pcdagogic missions, a definite out-with-the-o1d approach that
seeks to change the way doctors learn and interact r,vith patients, each

other, and the community. Larry Speck, FAIA, Page senior principal in
chargc of design, plugged into the school's mission lrom the start. "The
Dell Medical School motto, 'Rethink Everything,' pretty much describes

how they wanted to approach the design olboth the district and the

building with a focus on inter-professional education and collaboration

among members of a broad community olhealthcare colleagues. The

idea of the 'lone wolf' medical student working in an individualistic,
competitive environment was anathema from the beginning," he says.

The Learning Building itselfpresents an understated pubiic south

face, almost residcntial in scale and character, to the crosstown arterial

traffic on 15th Street, while conceptually embracing the University of
Texas material traditions of limestone and terra cotta. Walls in solid

Armadillo Cordova cream Texas limestone the same stonc used on

all UT buildings Ibr B0 years gct a new treatmcnt here. Page worked

with Continental Cut Stone in Florence, Texas, to create unique trape-

zoid-shaped stones more than 10,000 of them using an automated
milling machine purchased by the contractor specifically for this job.

The machine worked around the clock seven days a week for more than

nine months to produce the custom pieces with their delicately curved

edges. Most eye-catching on the south face, they lcnd a distinctly
streamlined and dynamic interpretation of UT vernacular tradition
translormed by new technology. Delicate edges and meticulous instal-

lation required a few mock-ups to get right. as the shadows that the

"Here, ute haue a sense of communiQ; people

call each other b1t name in the hall, and ltou
alrua2s enclunter people in tlte building."

pattcrn projects magnify any imperlections. Terra cotta fins delineate

punched windows and further assert the UT connection. These fins and

a simplified version of the trapezoidal stone will be common to all three
buildings, unifying the ensemble.

A two-story cantilevered glass box Iioating four floors above the

traffic at the building's northwest corner is the only hint that something

else is afoot, and indeed, it's the north where the building opens up via
a structural silicon glazing system that both dazzles and intrigues. A
courtyard dotted with that most University of Texas ollandscapes

eight heritage Live Oak trees - acts as a buffer between the north and

the more frenetic pace olthe southern edge. Here the building rises,

transparent, revealing its inner workings to the world. Its panels, placed

horizontally to emphasize the views to the courtyard and the length of
the building are interspersed Mondrian-like with terra cotta rectangles

that mirror the limestone facade's fins. From here, views of the building
bring to mind an oversized anthill, its inhabitants visiblc as they move

E m
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through the space and go about the work at hand. A seven-ton, I l-foot-
tall bronze sculpture of a conch shell by British artist Marc Quinn
entitled "Spiral of the Galaxy" gives the courtyard a contemplative
character lrom which to observe the activity. Gone is the imposing insti-

tutional monolith, keeping its secrets behind small rvindows and closed

doors. This is a place ofcollaboration and openness, a hive oflearning.
The notion olencouraging social function in the academic realm

through architecture has taken a firm hold in the interdisciplinary sci-

ences, lostering cross-pollination among scientists who previously might
have preferred to shut themselves away in their offices. The Health
Learning Building's five-story cantilevered staircase, the dominant
feature visible from the courtyard, creates a dramatic social edge that
serves as both architectural and philosophical backbone. "Going to and

lrom almost any activities in the building, you pass through the social

edge and see someone you know working, meeting, and discussing cool

ideas," says Speck. "It has become a hotbed ofinteresting interaction

among smart, committed people." Dubbed "Dell Nfountain," the stair

is a social hub, fitness motivator, and manilestation olthe school's open,

progressive, and ascendant curriculum. Building users keep tabs on how

many times they climb it in a day or a week, and with the outside com-

munity seemingly just within arm's reach, it keeps the town and gown

connection present and always front-of-mind. Vertical and horizontal
movement and sightlines create the sense that the building is alive, its

structural anatomy revealed in the layers ofplanes and apertures that
offer glimpses of activitv above and below.

Building the school lrom the ground up and integrating the cur-

riculum directly with the architecture presented a unique opportunity.
Sue Cox, M.D., executive vice dean for academics and chair of Medical
Education, and one of the first administrators to lead the school, assem-

bled a committee of UT laculty from 13 colleges across disciplines, as

weli as community members - a total o1250 people - to help deveiop

the school's comprehensive vision. She recalis: "We were able to design

the building that would serve the curriculum needs and student needs

best," says Cox, who traveled with Speck to visit other facilities with
flexible learning spaces and so-called social edges. "We saw rooms that
people said worke d, but students were just sitting there. They weren't

engaged. Here, we have a sense olcommunity; people cail each other by

name in the hall and you always encounter people in the building."
The stair moves people easily and logically through the building's

main functions. The ground floor is home to the cafe and a large audi-

torium with flexible seating configurations, designed to support team-

based learning, is home to public functions. The second and fifth
floors house admissions and faculty and the administration sandwich-

ing the student domain on the third and fourth floors, the heart ofthe
building. Cox says: "Putting the students in the middle meant they

could go up easily to anatomy and the multipurpose room lor training
around mannequins and other kinds oltrainings, and down to student

affairs on the second floor. Students are the hub." The third floor
houses the two student societies, which become the students' medical

school home lor their four years. Each society (currently made up of
25 students) has a shared casual lounge space with kitchen lacilities

- a living room to find relaxation, with sliding glass panels to cordon

the society oflfrom the social edge. However, Speck says: "I have

never been here when the doors were closed. It really becomes a part

ofthe social edge."
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I STUDY CARRELS
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This page Outdoor ter-

races, shared spaces, and

strong tisua| connections

support the collaboratiue

mission oJ'the school and

anchor the building to its

place on the UT campus

and in the citl of Austin,

Facing top The cafe

utelcomes the public and

proaides healthy fare
thatfurtlter supports the

school's mission oJ health

and wellness.

Facing bottom The au'

ditorium encourages small

group learning through

fiexible seating that allous

students to collaborate,

eun in large classes.
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Along the southern edge, smaller group rooms "belong" to five
students each, who share a room where they can work together and
across disciplines with the already-established nursing and pharmacy
programs; study; or even catch a nap.

Clinical spaces, special teaching, and the anaromy lab are on the
fourth floor. The te am originally planned for digitized anaromy tables

a kind of oversized iPad with virtual representation of the human
body but students asked for actual cadavers. "We were told over
and over again horv integral it is - essentiallv a medical school rite
of passage," Page principal and design leadJosh Coleman, AIA, says,
and as a result the lab - typicatly housed in the basement for privacy
requirements and expediency of moving cadavers to and from it - is on
the fourth floor, surrounded by natural light and views oflife happen-
ing outside. Although privacy laws dictate that shades are closed when
students are working, natural light and views filter through.

The top floor houses the dean's offices, including a south-facing ter-
race that runs the length ofthe building, and a large boardroom that
offers panoramic views of the UT football stadium and the Texas State
Capitol, abiding reminde rs of the community the school se rves, and
"arguably the two most important buildings in the state," jokes Coleman.

Page also selected and designed the furnirure, including a bespoke
reception desk made ofwood salvaged from a pecan tree that was taken
from the Seton hospital site across the street. This further aligns the
architecture with the intended mix of space uses. Ginny Chilton, Page
senior associate and project manager, says: "We imagine how people
might use programmed rooms and the connecting spaces, and this
drives a large part of the architectural design. We design the furnish-
ings to support people's activities and the flexibility and function of
the architecture." Indeed, students move in, around, and through
the building, using terraces for study and the stairs for meetings and
chance encounters, accommodating the way kids today move seamlessly
between the realms ofwork and play. Learning happens anywhere and
anytime, the architectural response to our new way of living in a fully
connected world.

Students are already active in the community, which, after all,
helped fund the new medical disrrict though a 2012 bond election. The
school has clinical partnerships with local hospitals, community care,
and VA clinics, and students are already active in a free clinic in the
city and will have a lootprint throughout all of Austin through commu-
nity and primary care rotations.

The building is on track to achieve LEED Gold starus, thanks in
part to the advantages of its siting and north-facing glass, which make
it very energy efficient. The entire district is governed by a Sustain-
able Sites Initiative rating system. Still nascent and emergent, the
district completely transforms this eastern sector of downtown. Once
the domain of parking lots and the Frank Erwin Center,s blank walls,
it is becoming a dense and walkable area that expands UT,s campus
footprint all the way to the I-35 corridor. The project required realign-
ing Red River to Austin's original Waller grid, which embraces Waller
Creek to the west and will infuse this section of that urban green space
project with new life. Across the street to the south, the Brackenridge
tract will be reimagined into mixed use and high-density development,
completing the district's transformation.

qLi

Canan Yetmen is a writer based tn Austin
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"Driuing posititte change through the power of design."

- 2010 2015 Vision Statement of the American Institute of Architects

f\ rchitecture that improves lilb is a compelling vision, but a difficult
Flproposition. Affordable housing, productive workspaces, engaging
schools, healing hospitals, resilient buildings, smart growth, livable cities,

and sustainable environments are proving elusive. In the lvords ofFrank
Gehrv, "Ninety-eight per cent ofwhat gets built and designed today is pure

fexpletir.e]. There's no sense of design nor respect for humanitl'or an,v-

thing. They're bad buildings and that's it."
Indeed, bad architecture abounds. Unsuccessful design, horvever, isn't

always the result oferrors in aesthetics, function, material, or technology.
Building ou,ner demands, user indifference, local politics, and cultural
resistance are as likelv to be responsible. Often, the cause ofbad architec-

ture is neither visual nor physical; it's behavioral, the domain of psychology
and sociology, and therefore seemingly beyond an architect's reach.

"Bad architecture is in the end as mueh afailure of psltchologlt as of duign."
Alain de Botton, "The Architecture olHappiness"

Or is it? There was a time rvhen architects had the ability to shape both
space azd minds. Architecture isn't merely the art of building it has also

been a narrative art. Buildings were the world's first broadcast communi-
cations platform. Once upon a time, architecture told stories. Adorned in
tales ofconquest, gods and kings, good and evil, love and death, right and
wrong, war and peace, heroism and glory - buildings immersed popula-
tions in narratives about lile and how to live. People came to buildings
as much for the stories thev told as lor shelter and utility. For thousands
olyears, architects were the u,orld's storl'tellers, making architecture the

great book of humanitl', shaping societv in ways today's buildings do not.
Humans are meaning-seeking animals, genetically primed to find answers

to life's m1'steries through stories. Until the Late N{iddle Ages, architecrure

rvas a dominant storvtelling medium. lvhich gave architects the persuasive

pou,er to change r'vhat people thought and u'hat they did.

Problems

People, not buildines, are the cause of most of the world's troubles, from
povertv and hunger (economic s,vstem and resource allocation), to prevent-
able disease and death, xenophobia, intolerance, prejudice, persecution,
terrorism, crime, urban decay, pollution, and global warming. In the 1960s

and'70s, architects teamed u.ith psvchologists and sociologists to create

delensible spaces, hoping to build safer neighborhoods. But architectural
determinism and other behaviorism experiments in public housing lailed.

Yet the idea ofengineering behavior is as old as mankind. Leaders and
sovernments constructed environments to influence rvhat people believed
throughout historv, lor better or worse, sometimes florce{ully and often at
great expense. Behavior researchers have theories for why people modify
ingrained beliels and attitudes, how they form new intentions, and when
they alter behar.ior. Change can occur through punishment or reward
(ca11ed extrinsic motivation), but with only short-term results: Remove the

rvalls, threats, or incentives, and previous behaviors return. In marketing
terms, bargaining, rhetoric, bribery, trickery, and coercion are "push" strat-
egies, and generally ineffective. The path to long-term change is through
intrinsic motivation. Self-motivation is a "pull" strategy, the kind of persua-

sion that brings people ol their own fre e will to new beliefs and actions.

Education seems the obvious answer to man's self-inflicted wounds;

simply teach people right from wrong and lile should get better. Sadly,

education to save the norld hasn't worked. Numerous studies have shown

knor,vledge alone is incapable of altering human behavior. For example,40
to 50 percent ofpremature deaths are behaviorallv preventable. Neverthe-

less - and despite half a century of anti-smoking campaigns and decades

of public awareness programs on sale driving habits, nutrition, exercise,

sexuallv transmitted disease, and alcohol and substance abuse - mil-
lions die needlessly every year. Theft and murder have been universally
believed to be $.rong for millennia; still, robberv and homicide are ever-

present. Violent extremism is often linked to ignorance and illiteracy, but
a frequentlv cited research study lound no evidence that education affects

terrorism across the board.

Solutions

Convincing someone to change his or her behavior is hard, but not impossible,

nor is it necessarily oppressive or expensive. History is filled with examples of
successful, low-cost, self-determining, society-altering behavioral interven-

tions called narratives. Stories have been changing what people think and

do since Homer and Plato, if not earlier. The best-selling novel "Uncle Tom's

Cabin" is credited with arousing the anti-slavery sentiment that underpinned

the American Civil War. Upton Sinclair's fictional story "TheJungle" raised

widespread concern in the U.S. about food salety and spurred legislation that
overhauied the American meatpacking industry. Indeed, scholars link the

invention of the novel to the expansion of human rights. Charles Dickens'

"Oliver Twist" sparked improvements in Victorian London's workhouse con-

ditions, leading to the world's first child labor laws. Storytelling has also been

shown to change behavior in controlled research studies.

Humans evolved expecting importar-rt information to be delivered as

stories, not lists offacts. Our ancestors discovered that rote learning was

an exercise in short-term memory. Knowledge communicated through
story', however, was passed dorvn through generations. It's paradoxical,
but experiencing life inside imagined worlds is how, humans learn about
the real rvorld.

"That uthich does not kill us makes us stronger."

- Friedrich Nietzsche

From a Dantinian perspective, make-believe leads to core beliefs. Oral
storl,telling, ballads. murals, novels, plavs, movies. and video games are

survir.al tools; thev might be considered school-of-hard-knocks lessons

delivered rt.ithout the phvsical danger. Research using IMRI brain scans ol
the hippocampus, the part of the brain where memories are stored, shows

that reading about a fictional experience stimulates the same neurological
regions as a phvsical experience. Psychologists call storyteiling's mecha-
nism ofaction "transportation" mental conveyance into an imagined
world. Audiences engaged in a story vicariouslv learn in fidelity high
enough to approximate 1ife. They can reenter the real world changed. Psy-

chology's transportation-imagery model posits that pe ople immersed in a story
will temporarily modily their beliefs and attitudes and possibly their
long-term behaviors - to those portrayed in the story. Behavior research

has shown not only that fictional stories can shape lives and define perso-
nas, but that nonirction possesses less persuasive power than fiction.

Successful stories work, on both psychological and neurological levels.

Cortisol, a stress hormone allowing us to focus, flows into our bodies during
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tense story moments. Oxytocin, the hormone triggered in lactating women

and released during sex, is also present in people reading or watching
heartwarming dramas and spurs trust and empathy. Released, too, is

phenylethylamine (aka "the love drug"). Stories with happy endings cause

the limbic system to pump dopamine into the bloodstream, creating feel-

ings of hope and optimism. Stories, then, have a measurable chemical effect

on people and a demonstrated capacity to change the world. This power

has been used for both good and ill.

"The great eneml of truth is aerl often not the lie - deliberale, contriaed, and dis-

honest - but the myth - persistent, persuasite, and repeated."

PresidentJohn F. Kennedy, Commencement Address at Yale

University,June I 1, 1962

Fearing unwanted behavior change, totalitarian resimes frequently ban

films and websites, and burn books. Conversely, narrative's ability to elicit
emotion is easily weaponized. Fiction becomes propaganda when inten-
tionally derogatory or biased, or when a misleading narrative promotes

political views through lies, hall-truths, false comparisons, and selective

histories. Hitler made "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion," a 1903 Rus-

sian anti-Semitic literary hoax about aJewish plan for global domination,
a pillar ofNazi ideology. The book has since then been endorsed by at least

one Middle Eastern government. Story manipulation is also rife in politics,

social media, business, and advertising. Even seemingly innocuous stories

can lead to serious consequences. The l6th-century legend olEl Dorado,
an imaginary city olgold, spurred European conquistador expeditions to

South America that completed Francisco Pizarro's destruction of the Inca
Empire and enslaved millions.

Narrative Architecture

A story, or narrative, is a series ofconnected events about a person or
persons at a particular time and place. A building is also about people at a

unique place in time, and is similarly experienced through sequence and

connection. Like a good story, a good building creates meaning by immers-

ing visitors in an artificial world and taking the m on an emotional journey.

The goal ofboth architects and authors is drawing audiences into created

places and making them want to stay. The transportation-imagery model,

therefore, applies to architecture.

'A building is an inanimate object, but it is not an inarticulate one."

- Alison Lurie, novelist

Stories and architecture have traditionally shared common themes.
"Prose is architecture," Hemingway said. Architect Rem Koolhaas
began as a filmmaker (his father was a novelist), which gave him the

basis for weaving narrative with building design. The work of Frank
Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, and Richard Meier have been likened to
dramatically connected sequencesj but Koolhaas goes further, link-
ing cinematic montage and plot progression to spatial flow. Koolhaas
considers space a narrative element in an exposition of rising action,
culminating in climax and ending in denouement. Architect Nigel
Coates has been writing about narrative architecture lor more than 20

years. Other story-based architects include Ricardo Bofill whose El
Castell apartment project in Barcelona was inspired by a Franz Kafka
novel of the same name and Steven Holl, who designed a house in
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Martha's Vineyard in homage to Melville's "Moby Dick." Holl's Knut
Hamsun Center museum is a synthesis of the writer Hamsun's liter-
ary sensibilities. Alberto Campo Baeza designed a home in I999 for a

literature prolessor that reflected the poems of Luis Cenuda, and more

than 300 narrati\re-based designs were received by "Fairy Tales," billed
as "the world's first architectural storytelling competition."

Relationships between architecture and story are reciprocal, as

gothic novels inspired bv gothic buildings attest. Literary ties between

buildings and narratives include numerous examples of architecture-
inspired novels as well as film and story-based architecture. For most

of human histor.v, architecture was inseparable from narrative, giving
pre-Renaissance buildings the same power to shape beliefs, motivations,
and intentions as today's mass media. It could be argued that early
architects were the inventors ofpull technology, designing buildings to
attract and entice crowds to stories sculpted within friezes, plastered
on domes, painted on ceilings, and illuminated in stained glass. Nar-
rative architects'plots unfolded in plan, section, elevation, and orna-
ment. Long before generations were addicted to video games, binged
on television, huddled around radio sets, lined up for movies, or fell
into noveis, people experienced life's hard-won lessons through the

stories that buildings told. Architecture played the role oftoday's poets,

novelists, and screenwriters, until it was lamously dethroned by a 15th-

century invention called the printing press. Telltale signs ofnarrative
architecture's past remain. The word "story" comes from the Latin
root histlria, an account ofevents. During the Renaissance, building
floors acquired the nickname "stories" when tales of morals, power, and

rvealth were painted, level by level, on medieval facades.

Story Models of Architecture

Modern architects olten struggle with design explanation and presen-

tation, especially rvhen relying on dialectic or program to make their

Case 1 Ca$2

Ekph6tic fronl story

Archit*tuEirepiEd story
whmin th€ namtiYo adds

rew msing to ths building.

Case 3

Historical backstory Literary side story

Historian Writer Architect

case (Figure 1). Design rationalized and articulated through rhetorical

argument and didactic discourse can be obtuse - while a story about a
building is expressed through simple emotions (Figure 2). The trans-
portation-imagery model predicts that a building's intended impact on

its users and surrounding community is greater when presented in story
form rather than as facts, journalism, or academic scholarship. This is
true even in lamous buildings. The trauma olAnne Frank's life is atten-
uated when delivered as a historical list ofevents and dates. But reading

the "Diary of a Young Girl" - itself a storied chronicle - before visit-
ing the anonymous-looking house in Amsterdam that sheltered her can

be life-changing.
Whether a building is a metaphorical or literal narrative medium, or

simply accessory to a story, architecture combined with story enriches

both media. Novelists often draw inspiration from emotional archi-
tectural experiences. The reverse is also true; architecture can draw
inspiration from stories, evoking narrative associations in the building's

Figure I
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Like otlter media, architecture can not onl2 tell a story; it can also be

part of a stor2. An architecture of meaningless uoids ("spaces") is

forgettable, but humans neueriforget a "place" filled u;ith emotions -real or manufactured through storytelling

users. In another scenario, narrative architecture tells a self-contained
story, directly through inscription and imagery, or spatially through
form and sequence.

"Those who tell stories rule society," Plato said. Some researchers claim
that "all ofwhat people know is in the form ofstories." Ilso, today's archi-
tecture is the onlv modern art practiced without regard to narrative, which
self-limits the profession's social relevance.

Research suggests narrative architecture can bring newlound respect

to the profession. Architectural research and experimentation are needed

to lully explore the behavior change potential of "building narratology":
the relationship benveen architectural design, psychology, and the themes,

conventions, and svmbols of storytelling. In a world littered with build-
ings that fail to change anyone) finding common ground between design,

behavior science, and creative rvriting could lead to new directions in
architectural theory.

There may be no better time than now to reexamine and rediscover
narrative architecture's persuasil'e potential: Digital technology has made
buildings once again, physically, the largest communications medium in
the world, a trend anticipated by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown
as "billdingboards." Today, nearly all architects and architecture students

are also media artists, competent in the digital tools Hollywood and Madi-
son Avenue use to immerse audiences in psychologically transformative
experiences. AII that's missing is the ability to translate spaces into places,

thereby translatingjargon into meaning.

Graphic Novels./Novel Architecture

A spring 2016 graduate-level course at Kent State University's College of
Architecture & Environmental Design and symposium at the Cleveland
Museum of Art explored "Horv Architect Storytellers Change the World."
"Graphic Novels/Novel Architecture" was the first in a series olstudios
to treat architecturc as a persuasite medium. The course was awarded a

2016 Architect Studio prize by ARCHITECT magazine lor providing
"a glimpse into the lormation of ideas that will define architecture in the
coming decades." Future studios will incorporate prose novels, film, and
video games.

Richard Buday, FAIA, is an architect and writer with 20 years experience in behavior

Narrative Architects

Like modern buildings, modern architects often fail as communica-
tors, and nor,vhere is their weakness more evident than when rendered
in unfathomable prose. Impenetrable jargon and misused conventions
are common in design presentations and scholarly u'riting. Beginning
in school and continuing in practice, architects invoke a literary-like
language that me ans little. Archispea,t is rich in allusions like "drama" and
"tension." Architects "quote" and "reference" other artists'work, declare
their buildings to be "layered in meaning," "read by" visitors, and "in
dialogue with" the environment. Their clients and the general public,
however, are unconvinced.

'Archispeak - Large, made-up uords that architects and designers use to make

themselaes sound smarter thanlou (l,ou being the client or the confused obserter of
duign). It dou nothing to inform or enlighten the consumer of architecture and most[t

sert)es t0 numb them into obedience or selfdoubt."

- Urban Dictionary

Architecture is the art of building, but it is also a means of com-
munication. Like campfire stories and anecdotes, myths, fables,

hieroglyphs, mosaics, tapestry, frescoes, inscriptions, murals, paintings,
sculptures, stained-glass, triptychs, poetry, short stories, novels, manga,
comic books, graphic novels, ballads, symphonies, the blues, rock and
rol1, ballet, mime, plays, kabuki, opera, stand-up comedy, photography,
radio drama, sitcoms, soap operas, telenovelas, television drama, adver-
tising, music videos, feature films, the internet, and now video games

buildings have narrative's potential to immerse and, therefore, to change
behavior. Like other media, architecture can not only tell a story; it can
aiso be part ofa story. An architecture ofmeaningless voids ("spaces") is
forgettable, but humans never forget a "place" filled with emotions real
or manufactured through storytelling.
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The Pedagogy of
the Gigar Box

E

I I IN 1979, JOHN HEJDUK WAS VISITING CRITIC AT THE

UN IVERSITY OF HOUSTON COLLEGE OF ARCH ITECTURE,

LEADING THE SCHOOL'S HONOR STUDIO PROGRAN/

HE TOOK HIS STUDENTS ON AN INTRIGUING JOURNEY

INVOLVING A TVUSICAL INSTRUTVENT, A PAINTING, AND A

CIGAR BOX, THE DESTINATION OFWHICH WAS A DEEPER

UNDERSTANDING OFTHE CONNECTION BETWEEN SPACE

AND THE HUIVAN SPIRIT

by J. Kevin Story, AIA
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"How many plaees are there ffi where there it is still ajol and honor to teach, to teach

architecture? At the Uniaersig of Houston College of Archituture there still remains the

human touch .. . It is there at that school in Tixas, when I left that student bod1, did m1

e2es f ll oaer and oaer-fiowfor I trubrtlt uith them a communion... ."1

-John Hejduk

A t lt, inception in the mid 1970s, the University olHouston College

Aot'Archit..,u.. Hono.s Studio program was the only studio lbrmat

of its type ofi'ered by any architectural school in Amcrica.2 It represented

an experiment in architectural education that offered a lifc-changing

expcrience lor participating students. Each year, the faculty selected what it
considercd to be the 10 best fourth-year design studcnts for the studio. The

numcrous r,'isiting critics that made the journey to Houston enriched the

lives olthe lvorking-class, public university students lr'ho would never have

had the opportunity to meet, not to mention study one-on-one with, the

leading architccts of'their day. There rvas a passion lor learning and a pas-

sion lor design that permeated the rvork ethic ofthese students, rvhichJohn

Hejduk noted in a telegram he sent to Finnish architectJuhani Pallasmaa:

"NIy how' hard the Texas student works. Their creativity soars in that land-

scapc and in that sun. Clarity and precision are natural to that place...."

Whcn I asked UH ProGssorJohn Perry who was thc most influen-

tial visiting critic on the school and on him personally, he stated: 'John

Hejduk. I do not have to hesitate at aII. Hejduk was very) very enthusiastic

about thc studio because he had ties to Texas. He had becn down at the

University olTexas and one of his children was born therc in Austin. He

was romantically tied to the architecture and the state."

I rvas onc ofthe students lucky enough to be selectcd lor the Hejduk

Honors Studio. \Vhat lollows is part recollection, and part analysis of the

grcat educator's pedagogv.

In the fall ol 1979, Hejduk, by then dean of The Cooper Union
School of Architecture lor lour years, arrived at UH as a visiting
critic. For one week, he engaged in intense one-on-one student-teacher

dialogue and instruction. As brief as it was, the visit changed the lives

and opened the minds of many of us young students. Through Professor

Perry's persistence and Hejduk's many contacts, Hejduk and the others

that followed him opened up a floodgate ofnoted architects that would

make the journey to UH as visiting critic. Hejduk was instrumental in
putting the institution on the international stage as a place ofcreativity,
clarity, and hard work.

Lessons from a Cigar Box: A Frozen Moment in Time

Hejduk was always interested in the void represented by the in-between

spaces that exist in architectural propositions. He envisioned the void as a

metaphysical space offering unrestrained spatial possibilities establishing

an "otherness" engendered by various design solutions. His preoccupation

with the unrevealed otherness in architecture is the root ofHejduk's 1979

problem statement for UH students.

Prior to Hejduk's arrival in Houston, he sent his problem statement so

that we could begin our investigations. He framed the problem as follows:
. Select a musical instrument (non-electronic)
. In line (ink) (perfection, please) draw plans, elevations, and sections of

instrument. Full scale. Precision.
. Select from the history ofpainting (no chintz please) one painting

depicting the playing of instrument or the incorporation of instrument

into painting. Study painting. Bring interpretation ofpainting to first

day of class. Some examples: Vermeer, Matisse, Gris, Ingres, Della

Francesca, etc. Look at Sassetta.

. Bring emptv cigar box.
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Upon arrival to the studio, Hejduk issued the follou'ing project require-
ments: "Imagine and inr,ent a structure and place at rvhich to plav the
instrument incorporating both painting and instrument. Represent (having
imagined and invented) the structure and place in cigar box. When
finished, it should reflect those things in a sensitive and beautiful way.
Eloquent. Elegant."

Hejduk guided his one-on-one student discussions through a philosophi-
cal departure. He provided a learning environment to redirect our think-
ing to reveal a mindset that promoted alternate realities of architectural
spatial experience - experiences grounded in a new understanding of
architectural polemics established through the analysis ofthe architectural
narrative. Hejduk's desire was for students to invent new worlds of archi-
tectural investigation to explore and imagine, and to not be tainted by the
preconceptions olaccepted design practices.

For the first time, lve were asked to think beyond a Euclidean spatial
condition. Our solutions to the "cigar box problem" became intimate
personal narratives. It was a transitional moment; we were norv diving into
unfamiliar territory', into the pedagogical world ofJohn Hejduk, where
ideas were not rooted in geometrv or organizational diagrammatic con-
cepts. The ideas we pondered lvere intimate and personal without the pre-
tentions ofa didactic coldness t1'pically used in our preceding design studio
nork. In hindsight, it is clear that we were being introduced to Hejduk's
u'orld of architectural pessimism.s

Out of Outlines anto Apparitions: From Fabrications to Reflections

\\:hile Hejduk did not discuss his reasons for issuing tl-re cigar box problem,
rve knorv that his orvn investigations n'ere evolving during the mid-to-late
'70s. Up until 1974, he was absorbed rvith exploring the narure ofrhe
flattening ofspatial context, as well as his interest in the "most present

One offour Clarinel

drawings (fu I l- s c a le in

the original presentation)

made b) the author whih

in the Honors Studio

(1979). Pen and ink on

uellum.

condition" of space and time. Hejduk "exorcised"r two-dimensional space

as well as cubist space, as evidenced in his Diamond House and \!'all
House proje cts, and became fullv immersed in his exorcisms of time-space
interrelationships. His "image-screen"i was focused on the absorptions
found in his study of the \\'all. But Hejduk was transitioning the absorp-
tions of Euclidean space offered by the image-screen of the Wall archetype
to a meditative reflection of the possibilities found in metaphysical spatial
constructs.

From 197,1 into the l9B0s, Hejduk worked to redefine his image-screen
from an absorber ofperspectival physical space to a mirror, reflecting
within its flatness what lies underneath physical appearances. His exor-
cisms focused on a deeper search into the poetic, metaphorical, and alle-
gorical nature ofspatial perception. I rvould postulate that Hejduk devised
and issued the pedagogical problem ofthe cigar box to us as part ofhis
search for a redefinition ofthe nature ofthe architectural program.

In the years ahead, Hejduk would slide deeper and deeper into more
profound theoretical personal work. He acknowledged that he was moving
away lrom an architecture of "light-filled" European optimism espoused
by the "moderns," toward a counterpoint of "pessimism" in his architec-
tural syntax. His "pessimism" was fully realized through his "architectural
masque" investigations.

Hejduk used the 1979 cigar box student project as an educational tool
to explore an alternative to the typical, oprimistic Le Corbusier-influenced
student design studio projects. Hejduk's educational motivation was to
expose and reveal to his students an appreciation for the use ofmetaphor
and narrative to create metaphysical spatial constructs.

Hejduk wanted us to capture rvithin our cigar boxes the ability to
see beyond the physical three-dimensionality ofan object (the instru-
ment, painting, and cigar box), to spatially integrate design components,
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transforming them into a comprehensive subject re-presented through the

design ol the interiority ol the cigar box. The cigar box interior could be

considered a metaphysical svnthetic cubist composition. I feel that Hejduk

used the physicality of the instrument as a signifier of the most present

condition of space, supplanting the aforementioned Wall, to provide
simultaneitv of spatial compression and tension within the spatial con-

struct ofthe cigar box interior enclosure. The music expressed through

the instrument creates the most-present, all-encompassing yet fleeting

condition ofspatial context. 'fhe music fills the senses and creates spatial

connectivity with the listener.

The physical object ofthe instrument is replaced by the subject ofthe
sound being produced, providing a metaphysical connectivity between the

instrument, the musician, and the observer/listener. Ifthe object is sup-

planted by the subject, it would follow that the disjointed, synthetic land-

scape of the cigar box interior provides a metaphysical connectivity with
the imagined prescnce and cubist representations ofthe interior designer.

In man2 rua)s, ushat [*tJ created in that box

[*rt/ probabfu each 0f us, in slme r.aa) ... t0

make [usJ arriue at something [uteJ cluldn't reall)
haueforeseen. ...

Contrastingly, the exterior object ofthe cigar box becomes only an

innocuous shell, holding the subject ofcomplexitl, and concealing the

spatial depth ofthe unrevealed interior flatness. The simple presence of
the cigar box is transformed into an architectural masque, hiding the

essences ofa poetic narrative that remains unrevealed until the box is

opened. It is an architecture whose simple outward appearance becomes

hierarchically secondary to the complexities ofthe interior, revealing an

undertone and mood, defining the innermost thoughts ofthe designer.

It is an act olself-expression, uninhibited by the design imagery of the

enclosure. The cigar box is a pedagogical exemplar of Hejduk's architec-

tural masque archetype.

Hejduk absorbed the work of the cubist masters for decades and

used his exorcisms ofthe depths offlatness expressed by the cubists to

explore spatial constructs as simple as those that can be created within
the confines of a cigar box. Additionally, the cubist relationship found

in the cigar box is lurther expressed within a surrealist viewpoint ol
metaphysical space, as exhibited in the surrealist works of Giorgio de

Chirico (1BBB-1978). In 1919, de Chirico stated: "The absolute con-

sciousness ofthe space that an object in a painting must occupy, and the

awareness ofthe space that divides objects, establishes a new astron-

omy ofobjects attached to the planet by the fatal law ofgravity. The

minutely accurate and prudently weighed use of surface and volumes

constitutes the canon olthe metaphysical aesthetic." [Carra, Massimo,

"Metaphysical Art," p. 91.]

From the Cigar Box into the Glass Box

Hejduk, through his teaching methodology, was providing young

students r,vith the capacity to exorcise our most inner thoughts. Archi-
tectural space was irrternalized and de-materialized within our imagi-

nations. This was truly an exercise ofarchitectural self-discoverv.

Architecture bccame lramcd as a deep spatial void suspended in time.

For the first time, our student architectural work became intimate self-

expressions: the cigar box became a pedagogy representing afrozen
moment in time defining the metaphysical presence of ourselves, a

re-presentation of time, space, and physical essence, simultaneously

absorbed by each student.

At the end of Hejduk's one-week visit, we met with him for the last time.

One by one, we opened our boxes for the professor and our classmates to

see. The experience was ritualistic. It was a private event. Only we and

Hejduk were allowed in the room - the glass box (a glass-walled exhibit

room located below the architecture administration offices at UH's Col-

lege olArchitecture).Joy, angst, revelation, and tears were shared. In that

room, in the glass box, there was oneness of spirit. It was akin to a spiritual

rebirth. Hejduk knew - we all knew that he had released a desire in
us to reach into the depths olour souls to find a new way to interpret the

resolutions of architectural problems.

The cigar box assignment issued to the 1979 UH Honors Studio would

be only one of several times Hejduk made use olthis metaphor.6 However,

as we came to learn from our experience working with him, Hejduk viewed

his experience at UH as a unique encounter and a special intersection in

time, not to be repeated, but rather to be held within a special place in the

memories of those involved.

In many of us students, the Honors Studio experience embedded a

passion for architectural design that would sustain us for decades to follow.

Some of us would go on to become teachers and architects, pursuing

thought-provoking architectural explorations of our own.

CarlosJim6nez, one of my 1979 Honors Studio classmates, says:

"Hejduk had a very important impact on me. ... He wanted you to fill that

box with something that had a personal meaning for you. ... In many ways,

what [we] created in that box [was] probably each of us, in some way ...

to make [us] arrive at something [we] couldn't really have loreseen. ... For

me, it was very magical. It was a validation. The cigar box in some ways ...

preserves the spirit about architecture. Hejduk gave us a mirror where we

could see ourselves."

The cigar boxes we produced for the 1979 Honors Studio were well

received by all that viewed them. Severai of the cigar box designs were

sent to Finland to be used as part of the 1982 opening exhibit of the newly

completed Museum of Finnish Architecture. The student work exhibited

was a compilation ofselected projects from the first five years ofthe Honors

Studio and was published in a l9B2 catalog entitled "Explorations," pro-

duced by the museum under the direction of Pallasmaa. Pallasmaa would

make the journey to UH the lollowing year, in 1983, to be an Honors

Studio critic as well. His preface in the 1982 "Explorations" catalog states:

Educationfocuses more on practical professional skills than on the poetic dimension

of building. Design is based on eLaboration of aecepted st2le rather than inuestiga-

lion of the phenomenalogt of building. On behalf of the Finnish institutions, which

are going to exhibit a smaLl collection of student projectsfrom Texas, the Museum

of Finnish Architecture uantt to uelcome this rare insight into an educational

approach, primaril concerned with artistic message in building.

The Lessons of Otherness

Hejduk imparted the importance of the poetic dimension in architectural

design. \Ve were confronted with the opportunity to see beyond the limita-

tion ofform and space to experience firsthand the metaphysical presence of
the "liquid densification"T olthe body and spirit a moment in time that

allowed us to reflect on the importance ofinvestigating the re-presentation

62 Texas Architect 1./2 2017
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of time, space, form, and materiality. We were able to gain an understanding
that architectural space, while three-dimensionally projected into fixed con-
structs, can add the component oftime and poetics to transform the spatial
experience, touching the intangible, inexplicable qualities of the human spirit.

Hejduk taught us to understand that the experiential depth of
music, represented by the physical presence ofan instrument, does not
require the instrument to be played. In fact, for some of us, there was
a deafening volume of orchestrations imploding within the void of our
imaginations. There also was a peaceful void in the sound of silence.
To see one's soulful reflections caughtwithin the lines ola musical staff
lifts the spirit. To transform a musical note expressed as a ,,dropped

note" becomes a poetic, metaphorical expression. Providing a meta-
physical re-definition of meaning to the positioning of a point within a
spatial condition oflinear order is a true lesson in the poetic phenom-
enology ofgeometry.

Writing about his I979 Honors Studio experience,Jim6nez states: ,,The

Honors Studio became a theater of symbols; of intrinsic meanings arrived at
by each participant, supplemented bv the generosity of each critic. The whole

Facing page Telegram

sent b1't John Hejduk to

.-Juhani Pa llasmaa ( I 9 B 2 )
describing his tisit and ex-

perience with the students

in the 1979 UH Honors

Studio.

Left Hejduk, ca.1980.

Image prorided fut Rr
nata Hejduk and Steun

Hillyer (Director, Iruin S.

Chanin School of Architer

ture Archite, The Cooper

Union, Neru Tork).

experience evokes an aura of faith in art, like the distant cry of Rimbaud: ,In

the dawn, armed with a burning patience, we shail enter the splendid cities...,,,

Within the span of one week, we were transformed, enlightened, and
liberated. Under Hejduk's tutelage, the internal struggle to strategize formal
architectural solutions was ultimately not a question of synthesizing func-
tional programmatic requirements or the iterative investigation of a tectonic
resolution to form and space. Rather, the architectural struggle was and still
is to find within the void of one's imagination a deeper understanding of the
connectivity spatial experience has with the human spirit. This was Hejduk,s
gift and legacv to his students and to those who have encountered the com-
plexities of his pedagogy.

J. Kevin Story, AlA, is an architect in Houston. This article is an edited excerpt from
a book he is completing titled, "Exorcising Ouflines, Apparitions, and Angels: The
Phenomenological Complexities of John Hejduk." Story would like to thank his
former University of Houston professors Robert Griffin, Bruce Webb (his thesis
advisor), and especially professor John Perry, who created the Honors Studio
experience.

I Excerpt lrom a telegram written byJohn Hejduk, sent toJuhani Pallasmaa, 1982.

I Thoughts expressed by ProfessorJohn Perrv in an interview with the author in December 2010.
r Hejduk coined the term "architecrural pessimism" to describe his interest in looking deeper

into the nature and perceptions ofarchitectural space and program.
r The terms "exorcise," "exorcised," "exorcising," and "exorcism,, are used in the contcxt ofthis

rvork to describe Hejduk's methodology ofarchitectural investigation. Hejduk described this

process as "architectural exorcising." His "exorcisims" sought to discover the underpinnings

olhis design propositions.

5 The term "image screen" is a reference to K. Michael Hays,discussion oflacques Lacan,s

"diagram ofthe gaze" lrom Hays' essay'Architecture,s Destinv,,'which appeared in his 2002

book "Sanctuaries: The Last Works ofJohn Hejduk".
6 comments pro'ided bv cooper Union Professor Diane Lewis in an interview with the author

in March 2014.

i rhe term "liquid densification" was used by Hejduk when describing the metaphysical attri-
butes of his 1986 "Vicr ims" projeer.
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Waller Folly
HAVING JUST CON/PLETED ITS THIRD CONSECUTIVE

YEAR, CREEK SHOW - A SERIES OF LIGHT_BASED ART

AN D ARCH ITECTU R E I NSTALLATIONS AT WALLER CREEK

IN DOWNTOWN AUSTIN - HAS DRAWN THOUSANDS OF

PEOPLE TO A ONCE-NEGLECTED URBAN WATERWAYTHAT IS

SOON TO BE TRANSFORIVED INTO A N/AJOR PUBLIC PARK

by Christopher Ferguson, Assoc. AIA

Project 2016 Waller Creek Show

Client Waller Creek Conservancy

Architects/Artists Alisa West and Travis Cook of Westshop I Cookshop; Jules

Buck Jones; Autumn Ewalt and Dharmesh Patel, Assoc. AlA, of Animalis; Kory

Beig, AlA, of OTA+; Tim Derrington, AlA, of Derrington Building Studio; Wilson

Hanks, Assoc. AlA, of Waxwing Design Studio; and Christian Klein of Drophouse

Design

Photographer Leonid Furmansky
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"Phantom Diaersion"

borrou-ts its uolumefrom a

pair of existingwater di-

oersion pipes and radiales

lime green under a blanket

of ultrat:iolet light.

fl. most nights, an evening spent strolling the banks of Austin's

VWulle. Creek offers the chance to appreciate one of the many

pockets of the city that is undergoing a rapid transition. At no time is that
more apparent than during "Creek Show," an annual display of tem-

porary light-based design installations from local architects, landscape

architects, and visual artists. Organized by the Waller Creek Conscr-

vancy, the free, 10-day event has drawn thousands ofcurious visitors

since its inception in 2014.

Meandering from north to south, \\'aller Creek parallels Shoal Creek to

its west, together bookending the city's downtown core . It weaves through
The University of Texas at Austin, passes by the State Capitol, and wiggles

through the dense, downtown grid before emptying into Lady Bird Lake,

mere blocks from the bustling Rainey Street entertainment district. In
a city in which many ol the public nodes span east to west, it is a natural
linchpin within Austin's ever-greening urban labric.

It is no coincidence that this portion of the creek is in the midst ol
realizing a dramatic and ambitious master plan by Michael Van Valken-

Tlte parametrically designed and internalu lit
sculptural clmpnnents uary sltghtu from each

otheryltet aggregate toform a clmplsition thatfeek
simultanelusu lrganic and alien, truo-dimensional

and three-dimensional, a kit of parts and a

continuous ruhole.

burgh Associates and Thomas Phifer and Partners, one that will see the

flood-prone waterway transformed into a series of public parks, bridges,

and outdoor perlormance venues.

Evidence ofthis transformation is unavoidable, as a pair ofexposed,

above-grade corrugated diversion pipes temporarily snakes its way through

the creek bed, held in place by occasional berm-like caliche-packed

mounds spaced every ferv dozen feet. At the northern extent of Creek

Show, the inner volume ol this lumpy, infrastructural creek serpent scrves
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as the inspiration for the first offive dazzling follies spanning the distance

between 5th and Bth Streets.

From within the bowels of the unassuming, coupled pipes springs

"Phantom Diversion," by Alisa West and Travis Cook of Westshop 
I

Cookshop. Thre e long sections of coiled, HDPE UV reactive tubing
restjust above the water level, anchored in place by a fleet oflaser cut

steel connectors welded to 34 segments of submerged steel tube and rod

tracks. In total, the 768 helical sections oftube combine for a whopping
3,840 total leet of coiled material. The tubes radiate lime green under a

blanket of solt purple uluaviolet light, subtly undulating in response to

the cadence ofthe water.

By celebrating the temporal nature olthe infrastructure from which its

form was derived, "Phantom Diversion" seeks to "highlight the complexi-

ties of the natural and built world and their often-overlooked interdepen-

dence on each other," according to Cook.

The installation, while reinforcing the trajectory olthe creek itsell, also

serves as a seductive link to the remaining works.

Heading south, visitors crane their necks to gawk at a 36-ft-long glowing

Mosasaur skeleton levitating beneath the Bth Street bridge. "Invisible and

Absolute," byJules BuckJones, depicts an ancient, carnivorous sea lizard
that swam through the shallow waters that covered central Texas between

65 and 100 million years ago. Beefy, wire-cut foam blocks, reclaimed from

docks on Lake Travis during peak drought, are sprayed with truck bed

liner and coated with a wash olluminescent paint to lorm the monster's

modular skeleton. A metal armature with hinged connections links the

components and allows for suspension of the piece.

Within the context of Creek Show, the mysterious reptile is at once

foreboding and whimsical, with reflections lrom the water below playing
oflits stylized, prehistoric frame. Its presence seems to resonate withJones'
driving question behind the piece: "What is scarier: a 40-ft monster? or
extinction itself?"

Following the flow ofthe water, the barrel-vaulted tunnel below 7th

Street is home to the next discovery, a waist-high abstracted blinking cloud

running nearly the full length ofthe covered space. A series ofprogram-
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Above and facing "Inaisible and Absolute" is a porten-

tous representation of a glowing Mosasaur skeleton.

LellThe blinking and colorful "Nimbus Cloud" dagles

at the midpoint oJ Creek Show.

Beaquamus "The Cruk,(ipper" seeks to emphasiTe

the power oifeaen a subtle change in water leael through

parametric design.
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mable light-emitting diodes weaves through individual volumes of faceted

chipboard and semi-opaque acrylic. Each laser-cut geometric face is held
in place with several simple plastic zip ties that seem to vanish when viewed
at a short distance.

The multi-colored "Nimbus Cloud" is the brainchild of Autumn Ewalt
and Dharmesh Patel, Assoc. AIA, of Animalis, and reflects "the vitality of
Waller Creek and the nature that surrounds it." The piece pays homage

to the creek's role as a watershed, collecting precipitation from a six-mile
area and siphoning it into Lady Bird Lake. The work is as mesmerizing as

it is calm, its flickering and warm glow reminiscent of the magnetism of a

campfire on a cold night. Visitors linger, many pausing for pictures, at this
midpoint of Creek Show.

"The Creek Zipper," by Kory Bieg, AIA, of OTA+ unfolds gracefully
along the creek bed farther downstream, refocusing attention onto the
lvater. Described by Bieg as "an array of arrays," several strands of CNC-
milled folded aluminum units perch above the rock on variable plastic
stilts. These pedestals represent the average water level of the creek, mean-
ing the installation is largely untouched when the water is low, but would
create a volatile turbulence should the creek level rise. This, according to
Bieg, "reflects the devastation that used to occur during floods ... making
visible the power of water with even a small change in level."

The parametrically designed and internally lit sculptural components
vary slightly from each other, yet aggregate to form a composition that feels

simultaneously organic and alien, two-dimensional and three-dimensional,
a kit ofparts and a continuous whole.

Just south of6th Street, "Deep Curiosity" defines the southern bound-
ary ofCreek Show. The heroic arch, composed ofbolted steel sections and
lit lrom within by strands of LED rope, balances impossibly on slender

footings. Its impressive vertical scale is only exaggerated by the deep and
narrow trench that it occupies. Vaulting lrom the water's depths, its glow-
ing inner face ofdiffuse acrylic leaps over a short pedestrian bridge before
plummeting perfectly back down to earth. In the comparatively still waters
ofthis portion ofthe creek, its reflection provides the illusion that the arch
is not an arch at all, but rather a partially submerged, completed circle.

Brought to life by Tim Derrington, AIA, of Derrington Building
Studio; Wilson Hanks, Assoc. AIA, of Waxwing Design Studio; and
Christian Klein of Drophouse Design, "Deep Curiosity" seeks to offer "an
alternative to the void a view to the enlivened, complete Waller Creek
experience that we know is imminent."

While varying widely in concept and execution, the five installations col-
lectively embody the resplendent potential of \\raller Creek. Andjudging by the
droves ofvisitors rvho descended upon its banks for ten nights in November, the
popularity of Waller Creek, and not its water level, is sure to continue rising.

Christopher Ferguson, Assoc. AlA, is a designer at Clickspring Design and co-

founder of DO.cROUP DESlcN.
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In the windows were bottles filled with colored liquid brilliantly illu-
minated I'rom beneath, magenta, emerald, vermilion. 'l'hey seemcd to

be lighting up the whole room. ... The music kept dying away, then
surging up fearfully loud. I passed my hand down the shiny black oil-
cloth curtaias in the alcove behind my chair. Oddly enough, thcy were

quite cold. The lamps u,erc like alpine cowbclls. And there was a fluffy
white monkey perchcd abovc the bar. In anothcr momcnt, whcn I hacl

drunk cxactly the right amount of champagnc, I should havc a vision.
I toerk a sip. And now, with extrcme claritn without passion or malice,
I saw what Lifc really is. It had something, I remember, to do with the
revolving sunshade. Yes, I murmured to myself, let them dance.'I'hey
are dancing. I am glad.

- Christopher Isherwood, "The Last of Mr Norris"

(ioing out to eat and drink is big business. The National Restaurant
Association projected $782.7 billion in nationwide sales for 2016, up from
$42.8 billion in 1970. ln Texas ' wherc there are some 43,670 eating and
drinking establishments that employ I ,239,600 pcople, or I 2 perccnt of the

state\ workforce --. pcople were expected to spcnd $52.4 billion satislying
their appetites and slaking thcir thirsts. lVhile the growth in restaurant and
bar sales (some statistics indicate that Americans are now spcnding more
on going out than on grocerics to prepare a1 home) can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Almost anybody in the busincss will tell you that people

aren't just sccking their daily allotment of calorics; they'rc looking lbr some-

thing less handily quantified: expericnces. There is a special feeling that
comes from indulging the plcasures of {basting in a certain place, where
the space and the decoration arc as much a part olthc scnsual cvent as the
music, the cuisine, and the libations " a feeling perhaps like that expresscd

in the above passage from a novel set in 1930s Berlin, just bcfore Hitler's
rise to powcr.

'Ihe projects in this portlblio section orl eating and drinking establish-
ments are superlativc examples of architectural frameworks for human
experience: one a coffee and cocktail bar tailorcd to look good onlinc, the
othcr, a rich, sexy exprcssion ofthe Italian approach to dining.

-lG
#thepatternof
coffeeandpeople
Houndstooth Coffee and
Jettison
OFFICIAL
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#thepatternofcoffee
andpeople

Dallas practice OFFICIAL designed the

new Houndstooth Coffee and Jettison

- its cocktail bar antipode - for an

era in which a space's appearance

in a photo posted on lnstagram is as

important as the experience of being

there.

by Audrey Maxwell, AIA

-.,;-1

A search for #coffee on Instagram yields over 56

million posts, filling the screen with a never-

ending grid ofsquare photos featuring the

caffeinated beverage in its many guises. Frothy
latte creations are captured from a birds-eye

perspective. Mugs are posed amid leather jour-
nals, macaroons, or strategically scattered coffee

beans. The hand selfie with to-go cup is particu-
larly popular. While the beverages themselves are

the dominant subject matter, there are also plenty

of posts showcasing equipment, bearded baristas,

and coffee shop ambiance. Instagram and coffee,

it turns out, make a formidable social media pair.

As Instagram hit the 500 million user mark
inJune 2016, brands continued flocking to the

platform, including coffee shops. Coffee giant

Starbucks boasts over I2 million followers, each

opting to fill their leed with glamour shots of the

brand's signature concoctions. The self-described

"home for visual storytelling," Instagram has

evolved from a creative outlet lor everyday lolks to

a mechanism for brands sharins their narrative.

t I-

Followers can like and comment on a business'

posts, and many leeds include photos submitted

by consumers. This interaction allows consumers

to feel like a part of the brand's community, a key

leature for marketing-sawy businesses.

The owners of Houndstooth Coffee have

lully embraced Instagram (@houndstoothcol
fee) in their social media strategy. When they
brought OFFICIAL on board to design their
ficurth location, they were already building an

image collection alongside the hashtag #thepat-
ternofcoffeeandpeople. The feed includes

a roundup oftheir beverages and branded
products, but most notably includes shots ofthe
shops' interiors with people prominently fea-

tured. In keeping with their hashtag, the owners

wanted to tailor an engaging customer experi-

ence and recognized that architecture would
play a lead role in achieving this goal. The
'Instagrammability' of the new space became

a key design concept for designers Amy Wynne
Leveno and Mark Leveno.
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FacingA large bar and

"eeiling cloud" sit center

stage at Houndslooth Cof

fee, with actiztitl occurring

on all sides.

Top teft,4 custom bench

nestles into a corner where

the effie shopl aphorism

is on display. A Daaid

Tiubridge pendant cas ts

geometric patterns on the

panel wall.

Top right The central

ceiling cloudfolds up at

one corner, drawing cus-

tomers toward the barista.

LetlThe bar hides equip-

ment, display retail goods,

cre ate s trans ac lio n areas,

and proaides seating.
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FacingA custom sereen

on the back patio mitigates

the western sun and blocks

uisual clutter from bus2

Sllaan Alenue.

Left The patio connects

both Houndstooth and Jet-
tison, a transitional space

for morning cffie and

eaening cocktails.

The shop, located in Sylvan Thirty, a

mixed-use development in Dallas designed by
LakelFlato, consists ofa series ofvignettes that
offer aesthetically pleasing photo backdrops.
A wood banquette wraps one corner, below

upholstered foam wall panels displaying its

trademark "The Pattern of Coffee and People."

The signage is conducive to close-ups or as

a textural background for candid images of
customers Ieaning over laptops, espresso drinks
close at hand. Round, glossy white tables provide
an ideal backdrop for the ubiquitous latte shot.

A David Trubridge-designed light fixture casts

sculptural shadows on the walls, adding interest

to architectural photos and selfies alike.

Once their social media energy has been

exhausted, customers enjoy a holistically
designed environment that emphasizes the

customer experience. A substantial island bar
is the focal point, placing the barista and coffee

equipment center stage. A large white cloud clad
in wood ribs lowers the scale olthe high ceilings,
and folds up at one corner to draw customers

toward the barista. The arena configuration
creates a 360-degree arrangement ofdiverse
seating options - from bar stools and high-top
tables to a wall niche in a nearby corner for the
ever-present wallflower. The bar is custom-tai-
lored with planar surfaces that fold and change
to expose transaction tops, hide equipment,
form bar-height counters, and create display
areas for retail goods.

The material palette is simple and crisp,
capitalizing on the shop's three sides ofnatural
sun exposure. According to Mark, the client
likes wood and utilized a lot of wood in previ-
ous Houndstooth spaces, "but we wanted to step

away from it and get down to basics of the sun,

clear the palette, and let shadow play and other
elements do the work." The space is overwhelm-
ingly white with touches of white oak, mouse

FLOOR PLAN
1 COTFEE BAR
2 COCKTAIL BAR
3 KITCHEN
4 UTILITY ROOM
5 RESTROOM
5 SYLVAN PATIO
7 INTERIOR PATIO
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Audrey l\ilaxwell, AlA, is a princrpal at Malone Maxwell

Borson Architects in Dallas.

1/2 20t78O Texas Architect

gray upholstery, and gold accents. Custom

furniture by RAD Furniture (exterior picnic
tabies), Petrified Design (interior large tables

and stools), and OFFICIAL (square interior and

exterior cale tables and wall mounted gold arm
lights), retail display fixtures, and lighting add

texture and warmth. The interior space extends

outdoors to two bracketing patios. The front
patio is ideal for people-watching, while the back

creates a cozy nook shielded from the western

sun and passing cars by a decorative screen. The
sun-filled space has a bright, upbeat atmosphere

that is evident even in the photos on Instagram.

The adjacent cocktail bar,Jettison, is the

theoretical void to Houndstooth's positive. This
is interpreted most literally in the ceiling plane ,

where an inverted version ofthe cloud is rendered

in gold ribs, evoking a chandelier. The bright
voluminous space ofthe coffee shop is offset by

the dark, intimate interior of the bar. The palette

here is rendered in walnut and plate steel, a char-

coal grey curtain blocking exterior light. A con-

necting corridor acts as a valve between the two

spaces, housing shared program and allowing for
simultaneous use ofboth spaces during pop-up

events. The patio on the parking lot is accessed

from each and transitions seamlessly from morn-
ing cale to evening biergarten. Crafted cocktails

replace lattes inJettison's Instagram feed, which
also flaunts its speakeasy ambience.

Houndstooth andJettison are certainly more

than an assemblage oflife-size photo backdrops.

The unique program requirement is a product
of its time, one met in a clever yet subtle way

by the designers. The Instagrammable aspects

ofthe spaces the individual vignettes are

not hokev one-offs. They are functional design

elements integrated into a thoughtlully crafted

architectural u'hole. The spaces stand alone,

they simpiy have the added benefit of helping

customers capture the perfect Instagram shot.

So, snap away just don't forget the hashtags:

#thepatternofcoffeeandpeople #houndstoothcof-
fee #jettison #cocktails
#olfi cial_design_dallas...
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F acing J e tti s on\ cei ling

iftatures a rectilinear mid

lined with go ld- p ainte d

wood ribs, eaoking a

chandelier.

TopJettison seroes as lhe

theoretical loid to Hound-

stooth's positiue with its

darker material palette

and dim mood lighting.

FAIIEII OFFICIAL dC-

signed manl of the hghting

f x tures for the p roj e c t.

Lell Walnut, plate steel,

and black tiles contribute

to Jettison\ intimate,

speakeasl ambiance.
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Unique lighting s o lutions

indiaiduali<e each of the

restaurant's table settings.

A Show, A Situation

Sanders Architecture and Cravotta

lnteriors transform an East Austin

warehouse into a dramatic and alluring

spatial experience for Juniper, a

restaurant servi ng Northern ltalian

cuisine.

Drive east on Cesar Chavez and Austin's ado-

lescent skyline shrinks in the rearview mirror.
This is the Holly neighborhood, and along this

street, unlike other eastern thoroughfares laden

with new mixed-use construction, the area has

remained contextually intact. Here, new busi-

nesses inhabit existing buildings. Such is the

case lorJuniper, a Northern Italian-inspired
restaurant designed by Sanders Architecture
with Cravotta Interiors. The restaurant is in a
hip warehouse renovation at Cesar Chavez and

Pedernales: The structure used to be a bottling
plant but is now home to a synthesizer shop, a

sour beer brewery', and an architecture cowork-

ing space.Juniper was conceptualized as a black

box theater where culinary drama takes center

stage, and the resulting space is vibrant and

rewarding.

To imagine the existing building's diamond

potential from rvithin its rough state seemed like

a challenge, but Chris Sanders, AIA, glimpsed

reliable bones in its concrete columns and exposed

l
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rafters. There was enough volume present to

do something special, and he advised his clients

accordingly. The design process that followed

was one olcollaborative exploration, as it was the

first restaurant completed by Sanders, Cravotta,
and their clients. The newness combined with the
ideas at play generated a "theater for everyone."

Chef Nicholas Yanes and managing partner
Michael Covey were ready for the challenge. The
duo knew each other during high school outside

of Houston, and later reconnected in Austin's

exploding restaurant scene. Alter working for
Tyson Cole at Uchi, Yanes developed his first
restaurant concept to create cuisine informed by
his background and travels in Italy. More than
traditional dishes, it was the comfortable atmo-

sphere they sought to recreate. "It wasn't so much

about bringing the food to Central Texas," Yanes

says, "but the idea offood and how Italians make

a meal, a show, a situation out of it - and not
just'here's your drive through window'and that's

that." Yanes avoided the trappings ofstereotypi-
cal "Italiano" interiors, opting for a more refined

vision.Juniper proved a fitting moniker, as the

tree flourishes both in Italy and in the Hill Coun-

try but presents little cultural baggage. Yanes uses

its berries to cure porchetta and fish, and it is a

prominent ingredient in gin, an alcohol favored in
the restaurant's cocktail offerings, including the

self-aware selection "You Must Be New Here."

Iffood is the star, then Yanes is the stage

manager coaching its performance lrom the

lvings. Sanders said they tested different kitchen

Iayouts but in each the chels sightlines through

the space were essential. Standing at "the pass,"

where complete plates are inspected before being

delivered to patrons, the chef maintains lull view

of the entrance, dining room, and kitchen. The

strategic location allows Yanes to make eye con-

tact with guests $'hen thev arrite , to monitor the

progress ofevery ticket, and to keep close tabs on

the kitchen's preparations as his team assembles

the night's feast.

Juniper's spatial drama begins n'ith a com-

pressed entry sequence: It opens onto a small

courtyard perpendicular to the actual street front-

age, creating a busy clearing where Valets sprint

back and forth and cars dart in and out oftraffic.
Inside, under a low ceiling, a wall ofpatterned

u'ood, curved in plan and painted blue-gray, con-

ceals bathrooms and bends into the dining room.

Guesls are brought into the cavernous main room,

n'ith seating available in various stagings. Each

arrangement is generously sized, complementary

in color, and featuring unique illumination: a rail

Above,4 corner booth at

thefront portion dthe
dining room.

Lett Lighter chairs

rei4force the glaTed entry's

connection to the exterior

patio.
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Each unisex water closet

isfurnished in a dark

but eclectic sfitle, uith a

mrieQ of wall treatments,

light fixtures, and objects

dinterest.

ofcooler LED light along the banquette; Iarge par-

abolic lanterns above a middle row; fabric shades

against the board-formed concrete exterior wall.

Yanes' O-shaped kitchen loop is placed behind
the L-shaped sittable bar, with support spaces and

the walk-in freezer pushed to the far corner ofthe
plan. The establishment's woody name resonates

in the deep blue labric ofthe banquette, the large

mural of a scraggly namesake tree on a wood-pan-
eled rvall, the vase ofScottish thistle on the dining
table, and the herbs atop the artful platings.

Looking up, the blue plaster wave lrozen above

the kitchen succeeds as the most striking ele-

ment in the room. It is a proscenium, brilliantly
lraming the kitchen stage below In section, the

curve registers above the body - soaring but not

overbearing - as it forms a cloudlike backdrop

to the tasty opera at hand. Sanders explained that
a smooth-troweled finish was impossible due to

the surface's curvature, so instead it rvas expertly
rendered by local plaster magician Sloan Houser
in a vertically raked plaster with a mica mixture,
causing the surface to quietly glimmer when uplit
lrom its bottom steel cap.

For both the restaurant and the menu, Yanes

imagined small moments aggregated to generate a

summed emotional result. Sanders, together with
the talented Mark Cravotta, built in many such

elements of curiosity. Each unisex bathroom is

finished in a different darkly saturated but play-
ful style. The private dining room has a vaulted

ceiling in dark plaster, a form only perceivable

once one is fully inside the space. The aforemen-

tioned bonzai-like juniper mural becomes visible
once guests enter the dining room and look back
toward the entry. A wa1l of bottles and cooking

supplies is accessibie from a cutely kinked rolling
ladder, shaped to bend between countertop and
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FLOOR PLAN
I EXTERIOR DINING
2 PATIO
3 ENTRY LOUNGE
4 RESTROOMS
5 STORAGE
6 DINING
7 SEMI-PRIVATE DINING
8 KITCHEN
9 DISH.ROOM,/SERVICE STATION

10 REFRIGERATOR
II STORAGE
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The priaate dining room is

rendered in a dark plaster

uitlt a aaulted ceiling. The

fi ttings thr ough o ut s tri ke

a balance betuteen refned

and edg't.

the vent hood above. Outside,Juniper's w,est-

facing facade seen in bright light goes white, but
when washed in noon rays shows its true blue

coloration. These constant surprises haven't gone

unnoticed, as the restaurant has enjoyed local
acclaim in its first year ofoperation and was

awarded an AIA Austin Design Award in 20i6.
Sanders said he was happy to create "a place

where people can come and have an experi-
ence, [where it's] not just about looking at the
building." This rang rrue for me when I dined
atJuniper (bringing a partner along ro help me

conquer the menu). The selections, meant to be
shared, begin with small plates and move on
to pasta and larger items. Some offerings were

inventive while others remained in safer terri-
tory, but all were executed with craft, especially
the handmade pastas. The room started out
empty but we were soon enveloped in a boister-
ous but amicable crowd, loud enough to feel
bustling without roaring. On the sound system,

Notorious B.I.G.'s "Big Poppa" - the back of the

club sippin Mob't is uhere2oufnd me - and a plavlist
ofother '90s hits provided a chic date-night vibe.
Conversation unspooled comfortably, with no

staffhurrying to move these paying customers

in the direction of the exit. When it finally came

time for the milk + honey dessert, a cool prism
topped with oats, we said yes: It was an offer we

couldn't reluse.

Jack Murphy, Assoc. AlA, is an architectural designer

at Baldridge Architects in Austin.
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Itc'eo$nition

2016 AIA San Antonio Design Awards

The San Antonio chapter of the American Institute of Architects
announced the rvinners ofits 2016 Design Awards at a special dinner
and ceremonv held at the St. Anthony Hotel on September 22.

Honor Awards Special Recognition

I Mission Branch Library

Mufloz and Company

2 George Tech Engineered Biosystems Building,
Atlanta
LakelFlato with Cooper Carry (architect of record)

3 Hotel Emma

three : living architecture with Jeffrey C. Fetzer, FAIA

(preservation architect)

4 Tobin Center for the Performing Arts
LMN Architects with Marmon Mok (architect of record)

Equipment Sombrilla

John Grable Architects

Pool Pavilion

Poteet Architects

Student Award

Recognizing concephral work b2 a UTSA student or recent graduate

Ode to Mies

Chase Alan White

Merit Awards Divine Detail Award - Honor

The Prow

Lakel Flato

Plaza de Armas

Ford, Powell & Carson

Citation Awards

Olmos Park Residence

Lake I Flato

Barrera House

Candid Rogers Architect

Goat Mountain Ranch

Lakel Flato

lndian Springs School, Birmingham, Alabama

Lake I Flato

House 117

Candid Rogers Architect

Divine Detail Award - Merit
Alta Portal

Tobin Smith Architect

Committee on the Environment Award

George Tech Engineered Biosystems Building, Atlanta

Lake I Flato with Cooper Carry (architect of record)

Mayor's Choice Award

Rerognilitg oulslo nd ing u'ark on publ icl Jiuded archituctural projecl s

Tobin Center for the Performing Arts
LMN Architects with Marmon Mok

Twenty-Five Year Distinguished Building Award

Sombrilla Plaza at UTSA Main Campus

Ford, Powell & Carson and Bartlett Cocke & Associates
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AM

Get ahead with AIA

The American Institute of Architects is where the
architecture and design communities come together
to share knowledge, gain expertise, get connected
and stay involved. Whether you're an experienced
architect or emerging professional, sole practitioner
or mentoring new architects, AIA has tools and
resources that support you at every stage. Join us.

Visit aia.org /joln today.

The American
Institute
of Architects

Loay Quota, AIA
Member since 2OO2
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Iic'eo$nition

AIA Houston 2O16 Design Awards

AIA Houston recognized its 2016 Design Award winners at an awards pre-
sentation held on August 25 at the University of Houston TDECU Stadium.

Architecture Greater Than 5O,OOO SF

BP High Performance Computing Center

HOK

1 Shanghai Tower

Gensler

Architecture Less Than 5O,OOO SF

Coog's House for Habitat for Humanity

University of Houston Gerald D. Hines College of

Architecture and Design

Double Barrel

Prairie View A&M University

Hull

Morris

lnside/Out Adapting a Shotgun Storehouse for the
Greater Fifth Ward

University of Houston Gerald D. Hines College of

Architecture and Design - lnterior Architecture Program

Mahatma Gandhi Museum

MC2 Architects

Residential Architecture
Oberlin House

Natalye Appel + Associates Architects

3 Pavilion Haus

studioMET

Sandill Residence

m + a architecture studio

Renovation./ Restoration

67Tiel Way

Miller Dahlstrand DeJean Architects

Delz Warehouse Residence

CONTENT Architecture

Historic Fire Station 6

Carl in-White Architects

New Process Steel
Page

The Cistern

Page

University Center Transformation

EYP

On The Boards

Tellepsen Scout Camp

Curry Boudreaux Architects

2 The Architecture of an Urban Park

Page

The Personal Ordinariate of the Chair of St. Peter

Chancery

Jackson & Ryan Architects

Conceptual

lntraCenter
WW Architecture

New BIG Living in the Fifth Ward

University of Houston

Urban Design

Buffalo Bayou Park

SWA Group

lnterior Architecture
Adara Medical Spa

MC2 Architects

Office Through Public Realm

Morris Architects

Private Family Management Company

Abel Design Group

Vitol
PDR
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Join AIA Austin as we recognize the
far-reaching achievements of wome

architects in Texas and beyond.

Events include panels hosted by
women-led and Iocal architecture
firms; happy hours hosted at the

exhibit space by women leaders fror
various sectors of Austin's design,

construction, a nd professiona I

community; and partner events witl
the UT School of Architecture.

Vol u nteer and sponsorship
opportu nities avai Ia ble.

AII proceeds wil! support scholarshiJ
and a new AIA Austin leadership
development program aimed at

increasing diversity and inclusion ir
Austin's design community.

AIA
Aust

WOMEN
IN

ARCHITECTURE
SHAPE THE CONVERSATION

EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY FEBRUARY 9 - MARCH 2

249 W 2ND ST.
LOCATED ON THE CORNER OF 2ND AND LAVACA

EXHIBIT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT AIAAUSTIN.ORG

-r:/ffi
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upsplash via Canva.c
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Itc,co$nitirln

AIA Abilene's Inaugural Design Awards

The Abilene chapter of the American Institute of Architects held its first-
ever Design Awards competition this past summer. The jury met in Austin
onJuly 28 to select the winners.

Honor Award

I Bennett Physics and Engineering Building,

Abilene Christian University
Parkhill, Smith & Cooper

Merit Awards

2 Olney Junior High School
Parkhlll, Smith & Cooper

3 Taylor County Expo Center Master Plan

Parkhill, Smith & Cooper

Citation Award

Rehabilitation of Old Main, McMurry University
Weatherl & Associates

Unbuilt Award

Micro House

Carlos Mejia
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Itcrsourcc,s Aclr.erti s c'r' s Indc'x

The University of Texas at Austin Dell Medical

School Health Learning Building, Austin

Contractor The Beck croup

Consultants AssocrATE ARcHrrEcr: The S./L/A./M cottabora-
tive; STRUcTURAL ENGtNEERtNc: Rogers Moore Engineers; ctvtL
ENGINEERING: GarzaBury (Now Garza EMC); MEP ENGINEERING:

Page: AVllT./SECURITY: DataCom: LIFE SAFETY:.'ensen Hughes:

COST ESTIMATOR: Haltord Busbyj FOOD SERVICE: FCA Design:

GRAPHICS/WAYFINDING: Dyal + Partners (Now Page,/Dyal):

StMULAT|oN coNSULTANT: Performance Gap Solutions; AccEs-
SIBILITY: Accessibility Checki LANDSCAPE,/PLANNING: Sasaki

Associates

Resources cAsT-tN-pLAcE coNcRETE: D'Ambra Construction:
LIMESTONE: Continental Cut Stone: BASALT: Architectural Granite

& Marble; STRUCTURAL STEEL: Patriot Erectors: COLO FORMEO

METAL FRAMING: Baker Drywall Austin; DECORATIVE GLASS RAIL-

ING: Global Glass Railings; wtRE RopE DEcoRATtvE RAILtNGS:

Viva Railings: wOOo DEcKING: Bison lnnovative Products; FlNtsH

WOOD CARPENIRY: Terrel Architectural Woodwork: METAL SHIN-

GLES/TPO ROOFING: Texas Fifth WaII: METAL WALL PANELS: PohI

lnc. of America: tNTERtoR sLtDtNG DooRs: Fleetwood Window and
DooTS: AUTOMATIC FIRE BARRIERS: Stobich: GLAZEO ALUMINUM

cURTAIN wALLS: EFCO (Alliance Clazing Technologies); cLAzrNG:

Alliance Glazing Technologies: SpECtALTY cLAztNG: Goldray

Glass (Alliance Glazing Technologies): SEAMLESS ACOUSTIcAL

PLASTER: BASWAphon (Baker Drywall Austin); LINEAR wooD

CEILtNGS:9 Wood (Baker Drywall Austin): TERRAZZO FLOORING:

American Terrazzo Co.; FLUID APPLIEO FLOORING: Dur-A-Flex:

ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS: UniKa VaeVi LABORATORY CASEWORK:

Hallmark Casework: ELEvAToRS: EMR

Houndstooth Coffee and Jettison Cocktail Bar,

Dallas

Contractor Constructionologists

Consultants MEp ENGTNEERTNG: Sims Engineering

Rgsources couNTERToPs: caesarstonei wALL TtLE: DalTile;

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT - REFRIGERATORST True Manufacturing
(ACEMATt); WINE REFRIGERATORS: PeTIicK; COMMERCIAL DISH.

WASHER: HobaTt; BAR EQUIPMENT - CONTINENTAL KEGS AND

BAR BACK REFRIcERATORS: Continental Ref rigerator (Acemart)i

PICNIC TABLES: RAD Furniture: STOOLS AND LARGE TABLES

lN HOUNDSTOOTH: Petrafied Design; LEATHER BAR STOOLS

AND OINING CHAIRS INJETTISON: West EIm: SIDERA CHAIRS IN

HOUNDSTOOYH: C82: GRANITE & STEEL TABLES IN JETTISON AND

WHITE ROUNO SIDE TABLES IN HOUNDSTOOTH: Room and BoaTd:

PLUMBING: Kohler; DECORATIVE FIXTURES: Schoolhouse Electrac:

CEILING FAN: Minka Aire (Ylighting); DECORATIVE FIXTURES - TRU-

aRIDGE coRAL LIcHT: David Trubridge (Ylighting)

Juniper, Austin
Contractor DKC construction

Consultants TNTERToR DEsrcN: cravotta lnteriors: MEP

ENGINEER: DBR: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: DUffy EngineeTing. N,4J

Structures

Resources srEEL (Mtsc onNAMENTAL): Superior [,1etal Fram-

ing; sTEEL (DooRs): Against the Grain; wooD FLooR: DuChateau
(Pinpoint): WALL PANELS: HEWN; PLASTER: Sloan Mongomery;

MURAL PAINTING: BTian KiTchneT: PAINTING: StaT FiniShes: TILE:

Kismet TiIe (Centex Flooring); BAR AND BANQUETTE: HEWN:

PAPER LAMPS: Brooke Gassiot and Todd Campbell: HEATING,

VENTILATING, AND AtR CONDITIONING (HVAC): CooI SeTviceSi

ELECTRIcAL: Solomon Electric

Acme 8rick..................... IFC-1
817 3324rOL
bseidel@brick.com
brick.com

American lnstitute of Steel
Construction ........................ 26
312 670 5438
purdy@aisc.org
aisc.orglnascc

Architectural Engineered

Products ............................... 1 0
877 3416678
joepolak@myproductrep.com
myproductrep.com

Avadek .................................... 2
713 9rt4 0988
sales@avadek.com
avadek.com

Baker Triangle ..................... 38
9722858878
babaker@bakertriangle.com
bakertriangle.com

Bison lnnovative
Products ............................... 39
303 892 0400
bisonip.com

Blackson Brick .................... BC
2i4 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
blacksonbrick.com

8MC ...................................... tBC
buildwithbmc.com

Continental Cut Stone ...... 40
254793 2329
robt@continentalcutstone.com
continentalcutstone.com

Cy Young lndustries ............. 6
800 729 26tO
nancy@cyyoungseating.com
cyyoungseating.com

Datacom Design Group ...... 38
512 478 6001 (Austin)
jbole@datacomdesign.com
datcomedesign.com

Downspout Boots ............... 10
800 245 5521
info@downspoutboots.com
downspoutboots.com

Estes, Mcclure
& Associates ....-................... 94
800 933 0538
info@estesmcclure.com
estesmcclure.com

Extron Electronics .............. 30
800 633 9876
support@extronclassroom.com
extronclassroom.com

Hanover Architectural
Products ....-.......................... 2 1

aoo 426 4242
info@hanoverpavers.com
hanoverpavers.com

Hunt & Joiner ...................... 95
2t4 760 7000
mgraves@h-jinc.com
h-jinc.com

Peacock Pavels ..................... 3
8002642072
peacockpavers.com

Petersen Aluminum .............. 6
8007222523
jsnyder@petersenmail.com
pac-clad.com

Polyguard Products Barrier
System Division .................. 95
214 515 5000
polyguard@polyguardproducts.com
polyguardproducts.com

Schuler Shook ..................... 95
274747 8300
dallas@schulershook.com
schulershook.com

StonePly ............................... 10
903 454 4630
inf o@stoneply.com
stoneply.com

Studio Outside .................... 34
2t49347t60
studiooutside.com

Teqniqal S!6tems ............... 95
817 249 4024
efriend@teqniqal.com
teqniqal.com

Weatheriation Partners ...... 4
800 288 9835
info@weatherizationparlners.com
weatherizationpartners.com

York Metal FabricatoE........ 95
800 255 4703
grantyork@yorkmetal.com
yorkmetal.com

Engineering & Consulting
Comrnitte d to providing the best solut ions f or your project needs.

MEP Design

.. Commissioning

Energy Consulting

FacilityAsessments

'' Tyler. Austin . Houston . Dallas
www.estesmcclure.com
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Yonx METAL FA.eRtc^atoRs, lNc.
Custom Ornamental Railing Systems

Stainless - Aluminum - Brass - Glass

Creative custom fabricated
ornamental railings for over

50 years. W
www.yorkmetal.com - 800.255.4703 - Oklahoma City, OK
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susloinoble pesl bonlers by Polyguard'

Cossie Krejci, PhD
polyguord@polyguord.com . (940) 577-183O

www. Polyg uord Borriers.com

. Use lhe some building envelope moleriols

. With o seolonl upgroded to exclude lermites
ond insects

. Add oboul S new or modified low cost detoils
oround lhe envelope

. Now you hove upgroded sustoinobility by
creoling o building envelope wilh non-
chemicol exclusion of lermiles ond other pesls

. Ihe need for pesticides will be greolly
reduced for the life of the skucture.

. IEED poinls in new qreos con be eorned

. Science Bosed - lhe result of l7 yeors of work
with Texos A&M ond other mojor universities.

Teqniqal
Syste m s

Facility Safety Assessments
Stage Rigging & Machinery

Fire Curtains & Draperies
Lighting & Dimming

Video & Projection
8t7 .249.4024

skype: teqniqal
www. teqniqal.com

Theatre Planning
Noise Control

Aco u sti cs
Sound

www, Th ea treSafetyB I og . b I og s pot. co m

Consultants Specializing in
Performing Arts Technology and Safety
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Registered in 49 States
Dallas. Austin

wwwh-jinc.com

HUNT & JOINER,INC.
Consulting Structural Engineers

i

THEATRE PLANNERS
LIGHTING DESIGNERS

Schuter Shook
Chicago

Minneapolis
Dallas

schulershook.com



Michelle Chang's A,B 1:2

A,B l:2 puz<led mar!:y

utho saw it during its

w ee k- long o c c up ation o1f

the Rice School of Archi-

tecture jurl room. "What

does it mean?" you could

feel them asking. Chang

shrugs off the ambiguit2:

"Does it haoe to mean

an1'tthing?"

or about a wcek at the end ofAugust
2016, thejury room ofthe Rice

School of Architecture was home to

an enigmatic installation: a house ol
timber and drywall built at half-scale

and sliced open to show the interior. It was no

ordinary house. Designed by Visiting Wortham
Fellow Michelle Chang and titled'A,B 1:2," the
form was based on two alternative views of a

cube superimposed upon each other. The idea

came to Chang from an observation about the
computer rendering process, which creates a

deformed model that is never seen, an alternative

version of whatever appears on the screen. What
if that ephemeral phase were to become the basis

of a building?
In2014, Chang built a small-scale model

based on this idea, called "House A,B." The
2016 version, which is exactly 48 times larger,

gave her the opportunity to really get a feel for

the interior volumes and how daylight, pour-
ing in through the jury room's high clerestories,

moves through the space. It also allowed her to
explore some olthe other quirks of digital models

in built form, such as the way details and depth
are created by varying levels ofarticulation. For

example, on one side of a diagonal line run-
ning up the staircase, the edges ofthe treads are

finished with paper forming a slight overhang;
on the other side, they are unfinished just
90-degree butt-joined sheetrock.

Throughout the installation, Chang lelt
the construction raw, half-done. The drywall
screws were visible, thejoints and edges nakedly
exposed. In part, it was a budgetary decision, but
it also expressed her desire to register the building
process, the tectonic quality of making. It was an

intriguing choice, a reminder of the messy aspects

of concrete reality., so unlike the smooth plastic

realms of the mind and the computer.
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